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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: mrs   
    

First name(s): susan   
    

Last name: clark   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 27underwood close   
    

Address – line 2:    
    

Post Town: dawlish   
    

Postcode: Ex7 9ry   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address: 

 
  

    

Consultee ID (if known) 6   

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
6/1/DA4/O/1234



 the adoption of the Local Plan 

Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Teignbridge D.C. Local Plan 2013-2033 DA4 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

I object to the proposal to build on land West of Southdowns Road, DA4,  because for the reasons outlined 
below the proposal to build on DA4 have not been justified, it is not effective, it does not comply with 
Teignbridge’s nor with National policy: 

a)  Teignbridge D.C. designated this land as a Coastal Preservation Area to be protected long-term.  They 
should not now be able to remove such a protection as the reasons for its initial designation still apply. 

b)   Any building here would necessarily have a deleterious effect on the local skyline – which Teignbridge 
Planners claimed they wished to avoid. 

c) Devon County Council designated this land as an Area of Great Landscape Value.  This designation is 
current until 2016 and should not be removed. 

d) Great mention is made of preserving the buffer zone between Holcombe and Dawlish and yet DA4 forms 
an area of open green buffer zone. 

e)Teignbridge admitted and produced a map at public meetings, showing that this area is outside the 
accepted range for access to basic amenities .Showing on realistic ‘local knowledge’ terms that the distance 
to schools,train,shops,doctors etc is outside the guidelines for new housing. However, a table has since been 
published obviously using distances divided by average walking speed. However living in the area and being 
fit /active I dispute these figures are in any way accurate. For instance, I regularly walk into town and it 
doesn’t take me the stated 15.5 mins but a brisk 25mins downhill and a good 35 back up! 

The secondary school is a good 45 mins walk, not 21! 

The post office is further away that the train station and yet is quoted as quicker in journey time??? 

The dental practise is quoted as a 14 mins walk and yet when i tried it , it took me a good 30mins and when i 
have an appointment i take the car! 

The cycle times are a joke and too dangerous to consider. 

 They fail to take into consideration the extreme gradients into town, lack of pavement and such things as 
busy main roads with inadequate crossing facilities. The suggestion the figures make is to argue there is 
suitable access to facilities –THERE IS NOT! 

Realistically, cars will have to be used to do the school run, shopping ,trips to doctors and every daily 
function. Thus increasing the traffic through the town centre and on the already inadequate /busy/dangerous 
A379 and hindering the attempts and wishes to regenerate the town to increase the tourist economy. 

I would suggest these figures were gathered using a ruler from point A to B  from a map and not based on 
actual journeys. This is typical of the information being supplied and plans being based. 

f)The land DA4 is currently productive, South facing farmland.  To build on such land contravenes 
Teignbridge’s stated aims of reducing food miles, ensuring sustainable growth and fostering locally grown 
food 

g)  Government policy urges councils to avoid building on quality green belt land and choose brownfield sites 
or areas of poorer soil which have a lesser environmental value..  This land has always produced good crops, 
despite what any recent assessment paid for by Teignbridge might imply.   



h) Teignbridge appear to have a surplus above their agreed housing number and therefore could delete this 
DA4 from their plans. 

i) despite the claims this process has been open and fair, the realism is in fact quite opposite, no one in the 3 
surrounding residential roads was provided with the supposedly distributed leaflets and a a Freedom of 
Information request asking what deal had been done between Teignbridge and Luscombe Estate land agents 
and land owners was denied because it would contravene Data Protection Act Sect 40.This doesn’t seem 
very open! 

j) DA4 land adjoins a historically important woodland area with a much acclaimed bluebell wood. The wood 
and land provides home and hunting ground to Cirl buntings, Barn Owls and various species of bats. There 
has been much media attention to protecting all these creatures and BBC have had tv interviews proclaiming 
the necessary protection of these rare areas where Owls can hunt/nest. For instance the owls nest in the 
woodland near DA4 and can be regularly seen hunting over the fields. 

 Under the Bern Convention (Nature Conservation) to which the U.K. government is a signatory, it is illegal 
under Policy S4 Sect.2-13 App.2 annex2 to relocate the Cirl Buntings which nest in the hedges surrounding 
DA4.  Teignbridge claim they wish to “protect and enhance biodiversity and heritage assets, including wildlife 
sites”.  Their plan to build on DA4 therefore contravenes their own policy.  Teignbridge have not to my 
knowledge produced any reports on the environmental impact of their building proposals on DA4.  There is 
no scientific evidence demonstrating that mitigation is effective short / medium and particularly long term, as 
confirmed by the RSPB. concerned. 

k) According to Teignbridge’s analysis of the objections put forward by the public to their proposals, DA4 has 
had more opposition than any other proposed development  

Many hours/days have been spent responding, using ever changing forms/methods of reply. These 
arguments have been well informed and backed by legal research and advice – yet to no avail. 

l) DA4 area being considered is unclear and seems to be open to serious expansion to a much larger area of 
adjoining fields. Even the triangular is much enjoyed by hundreds of locals and visitors alike, with a footpath 
forming part of the wider southwest coastal walk. Much acclaim is given to this area in both local and 
nationally acclaimed walking publications. 

It attracts the much needed tourism, provides very important exercise and well- being areas for all levels of 
fitness. It is a very popular walking route due to its open vistas across to Lyme Bay and Portland. The land is 
used by young and old alike: my children have/do use for playing with remote control vehicles and kites. I 
take my nieces into the fields for wildlife projects and fresh air they can’t get near their homes. It is used 
widely by all ages, with locals walking dogs and generally sitting in the field enjoying the views. The fields 
provide the beginning/end of wider walking routes and this will be lost if built upon. 

m) Hundreds of local walkers and visitors value the open right of way across DA4 (See petition submitted to 
Teignbridge Council and to the Luscombe Estate in 2011).   

N) Teignbridge openly admit the attraction of this site is its perceived ease of build and therefore quick 
revenue gain. But this wish for ‘easy money’ means they are ignoring the strong opposition and providing 
inaccurate figures and arguments against all the locals who only want to protect this land for future 
generations, which is supposed to be the idea. 

0) ‘Local housing’ is a joke. My son has a good local job currently living at home. He will not be able to afford 
even one of these! He has said that the position of these properties even to rent is not attractive to his needs. 
If other local examples are to be followed then these properties will be sold to out of area purchasers and 
filled by housing residents from other parts of the country. 

p) DA4 ‘s allocation of housing would be much better suited to be added to those already planned for the 
other side of the town. Here purpose built facilities are to be built with easy access out of town, employment 
,local amenities etc 

q)DA4 currently provides valuable open land exposed to the severe south westerly weather this area 
receives. The regular storms from the SW batter this area and the land absorbs a serious amount of 
rainwater which otherwise would flood local areas and seriously increase the surface water into local 
sewerage system already under pressure. I have recently been the victim of the overwhelmed main sewer 
and the water company admitted the system is struggling. 



r) I would suggest a site visit with local representation. 

Please ensure you have access to all responses provided by myself at all previous stages. 

 

 

 

 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

Delete the entry forDA4 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

 



Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  Sue clark Date: 01/12/2012 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge
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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mrs   
    

First name(s): Jacqueline Constance   
    

Last name: Robinson   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 20   
    

Address – line 2: Southdowns Road   
    

Post Town: Dawlish   
    

Postcode: EX7 0LB   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address:    
    

Consultee ID (if known) 35   

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

 the adoption of the Local Plan 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
35/1/DA4/O/12345



Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  DA4 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

I am objecting to the proposal in TDC Local Plan 2012-2033 to build on DA4 land west of Southdowns Road 

for all of the reasons below :- 

1. This land has 2 designations on it.   It is within the Coastal Preservation Area and is in an Area of 
Great Landscape Value, these designations were applied to provide protection from development. 

2. TDC have recognised that this land is a habitat for the endangered Cirl Buntings.  There is no long 
term evidence that moving them will work. 

3. This land is south facing good agricultural land which produces a very good harvest every year 
therefore the need to protect this land should surely outweigh the need for development. 

4. The land also provides a natural break between Holcombe and Dawlish and by building here would 
result in the loss of this buffer and the houses would be seen along the ridgeline.  Teignbridge has 
recently refused planning on 12/02281/MAJ among the reasons given were – part of the land is in an 
Area of Great Landscape Value.  Also that the development would result in the loss of the natural 
break between Dawlish & Dawlish Warren and that it is versatile agricultural land.  All of these reason 
apply also to DA4. 

5. No evidence has been given by TDC of the need for this development and on a recent application to 
Teignbridge under The Freedom of Information Act  TDC declined to reveal their dealings with the 
Landowner. 

6. Southdowns Road is a narrow road and not suitable for heavy lorries and earthmoving equipment. 

7. It has a public footpath running through it which is regularly used by people from all over not just by 
Dawlish residents. 

 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

Teignbridge have acknowledged that the proposal to build on DA4 has produced more opposition than any 
other in the local plan.  Therefore I suggest that DA4 be removed from the plan as per all of the above 
mentioned points.  There are other more suitable sites that do not have the designation on them that DA4 
has.  What is the point of consultation if TDC do not take into account all of the objections received. 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   



 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature: Mrs Jacqueline C Robinson  Date: 12.12.2012 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge
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Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by Spm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any
comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.

Please let us know in aseparate communication if you wish to be kept notified about

• the submission of the Local Plan/'
• the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector V
• the adoption of the Local Plan ~

sandra.edgar
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j
Part B- your response. Please use aseparate foon for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate?

IPnIicy I Chapter I Paragmph (Please identify ooIy ooe) I ]) A it
2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an Xin the relevant box)

ISupport IObject X
3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan.

4. What changes would you suggest should be made to the pial? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward
your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible.

D A tf- .5f!rJv~·P [~£ -t,4"u~ oJ?'" f)~ 1lI~ ~(~ Str/3 etJcto~D

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information
necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further
representations after publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the
Inspector. based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.

• If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the
published Local Plan, it is fikely that your comments or objections win relate to amatterof legal compliance.

• If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.

5. Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box)

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes DNa [KJ Don't Know 0
Justified - when compared to other options? Yes DNo IRJ Don't Know 0
Effective - deliverable and achievable? Yes DNa [XJ Don't Know 0
Consistent with national policy? Yes DNa ~ Don't Know D
Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes DNa [.Rj Don't Know 0

6. If your representation is seeking achange, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public?
(please put an X in the relevant box)

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: o
Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public: [X] I f' N!f!f]~D ~t<. Ctllf1h Cl/1I1){'i.

If you have selected No, your representation{s) will still be fuNy considered by the independent Planning Inspector
by way of written representations.



Date:

7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public. please say why you consider this to be necessary:

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to pal1k;ipafe in the
examination.

Please note that your comments and yourcontad details win be publicly available, although yourprivate e-mail
address and telephone number will not be visible on our website.

Signature: I . , .

Notes for completing the form:

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uklplanteignbridge or posted
on request.



PEMBURY HOUSE

12 SOUTHDOWNS ROAD, DAWLISH, DEVON, EX7 OLB.

E-MAIL:

Consul tee ID: 36
Date: 16/11/2012

To: Teignbridge representation I Secretary of State, Examination.

Teignbridge Plan

As joint chair of Dawlish S.O.U.l, member of DARE and Holcombe Residents

Association;

I write this document as someone who is well informed in the under

mentioned contents, and has been involved with it all the way.

I also sat on the local Dawlish two day planning inspection as a member of the

panel. 1have spoken about the plan at two Teignbridge Council meetings.

I am also an author of a book on climate change and the environment. I am a

researcher on the environment, and climate change and energy conservation.

I have serious concerns in the following areas:

1/ CHANGING LAND FORM SPECIAL CATAGORIES TO NORMAL BUILDING LAND WITHOUT

ANY REAL OR FULL STATEMENTS GIVEN or SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE AS TO WHY THE LAND IS
SO VITAL TO BE USED, AS REQUIRED IN THE NEW NPP.

2/ THE ENVIRONMENT AND WILD LIFE.

3/ REAL LOCAL DEMOCRACY.



l/CHANGING LAND:

I would like to start by informing the inspector that at the final council meeting to approve
the plan, the chairman's casting vote had to be used, as the meeting was split down the
middle as to numbers of homes to be built in Teignbridge. Half wanted 10,000 homes, the
other half wanted 12,400. The chairman went with the plan. This was an error. If the
number had been reduced to 10,000 a number of contentious areas could have been easily
been take out of the plan. I will only be focusing on one contentious area, as I am fully
informed of this land.

THE SOUTHDOWNS BETWEEN DAWLISH AND HOLCOMBE.

The Southdowns (DA4) was one of the most objected to as an individual plot. This is why I
will only be focusing on this land. I and all the groups I am associated with acknowledge that
some housing will be needed in the coming years in Teignbridge. The concerns are over
where they are build, and the damage it would make to the area, and the high numbers. It is
also known that there are approximately 5000 empty homes in Devon that have not been
used for a number of years. It is a failure of policy not to deal with this first. We do have
sufficient land and brown field sites if we put our minds to it, without using land that has
special conservation status!

The Southdowns have two special statutes - Coastal Preservation, and AGlV Land of Great
Landscape Value. No clear case or evidence has been put forward why this special land
needs, or has to be use, where by doing so overturns the special status of the land. In
written statements, and spoken statements at council meetings, no plausible reason has
been given or put forward why the Southdowns should be used. My understanding of the
new national planning policy is that special environmentally sensitive land should not be
used unless there are over-riding economic reasons and nowhere else could be found. This
has clearly not been demonstrated or shown in regard to the Southdowns.

The fact that the proposed numbers of house to be built, has gone from 100 to 50 then 50 
80, then 20, and not necessarily in that order, only goes to show that this is not strategic
planning based on need; but what could be got away with. The only reason it was reduced,
was because there was such an outcry and the planning department knew that they would
not get away with so much development on environmentally sensitive land. This is not the
way to treat the new planning policy or special category land!

The only statement given to me and the council meeting, as to why this land in question is
suitable for development is - 'it is a planning decision made by the planning department'. As
was stated earlier, no statement has come forth, or as to why this land is needed in the way
that it states in the new NPP. Substantial evidence needs to be presented to overturn the
long held view that this land is special. It has not been presented; therefore, the case is not
proven.

This land is productive south facing Grade three farm lands. But grows the same as Grade
one and two. It is used many times a day and especially at the weekends, by locals as an
open official walk-way from home to woods and from the coastal path to woods. The farmer
has said, the land is good land, as the crops grow the same as the rest of the area. The
planning dept. has indicated that this land is not very good land: there is no good evidence



for this. The land produces a good crop, and with a real fear of food shortages in the near
future, due to climate change and a growing world population, no good farmland should be
taken out of production without very good reason; this reason or evidence has not been
given. (See, Sir John Sulston FRS. Of the Royal Society, report on Growth and population,
and space and green space that is running out. And how we need to preserve farm land)

I have a written reply from both my MP. And Andrew Stunell MP. (Communities & local
Government P.U. Sec. of State) He States, that the Government is committed to protecting
our natural environment. And goes on the say that strong evidence should be presented to
overturn good farm land, and even more if it is special category land. As you can see, there
is insufficient evidence, and even more, there is no reason to use this land other than to fill
number quotas.

There are not enough jobs for the locals at this time, or in the foreseeable future. Therefore,
no economic argument can be made on this account. The only benefit economically in
building 20 homes on the Southdowns would be a short term gain for builders - that is not
the same as long term regeneration and certainly is not sustainable. If there was a surplus of
jobs that needed more homes to be built, one may have a good reason for wanting more
people in the area. But it is the other way around. Most new occupants will have to travel to
Newton Abbot or Exeter for a job. And that is not any reason for changing the status of even
one part ofthe Southdowns. If this were the case then no land would be safe!

CYCLE PATH

No one wants or has asked for a tarred cycle way. This path is already very well used by
walkers; and dog walkers. If bikes came down the same path (even with white lines down
the middle) it would be dangerous to both. It would take away a natural open path that has
been used for over 100 years and the only one like this for miles. This should not go ahead.

Access road: Southdowns road, (close) has been selected as the access road, not because it
is suitable, but because it is quick and cheaper to use it. But it is not very suitable at all!
First, it is not wide enough for the builders lorries to pass if a car is parked opposite each
other. Secondly, the road is quite steep at the end and would cause an intolerable nuisance
to all who live at the end part of the road. Also, at the Dawlish inspection, it was agreed that
the road junction with the main road (A379) is dangerous, and before any work went ahead
this needed to be take care of. One suggestion talked about, - a small round-a-bout. This
has not even been put into the plan requirements!

To sum up: No proven evidential base case has been made on both economic or housing
needs to build on special land, which is fast disappearing in our county, and insufficient
evidence has been given why this land needs and must be used in this way against planning
policies. The only reason given was, lit could be an early start'. This is not a reason to use
special category land I Not bUilding here will not make any difference what-so-ever to the



local economic needs. Therefore. we are asking you to strike out the Southdowns land in
Dawlish from the plans.

2/ THE ENVIRONMENT AND WILD LIFE.

Many birds and bats use this land. Other animals have been seen on this land; that are
getting rare. The full impact assessment has not been made. An assessment has been made
for the rare (irl Buntings. and a mitigation plan has been put forward. Although mitigation
plans make humans feel better about what they are going to do to the wild life, (Basically kill
them) the fact is we only have evidence that it can work in the short term. And even there,
the evidence is patchy. There is no long term evidence that mitigation does or will work in
the long term. In fact, all wild life experts say with one voice. 'habitat loss equals species
loss!' That's the truth! I do not believe this scheme will work. The (irl Buntings are on the
edge of extinction in England. (irl Buntings do not move. Therefore, the birds that breed
here, their blood stock will die out. That is not mitigation. but death. You can only hope they
breed in another area by helping them. But they do not need to be moved, if this land is
kept as it is, and was envisioned by our forefathers!

The land is used a great deal by local walker, by way of a foot path that goes through and
past this land. If this land is built on, the foot path would no longer go through open land,
but would run next to the new housing development. This would take away all the amenity
of an open walk and most of all. would block the view to the left as you look out to sea.

I do not think that the council in Newton Abbot understands how this local land and local
amenity is used by so many people in Oawlish. We must not lose this last piece of open land
in this way.

The land itself looks out to sea, from Teignmouth to the right and Exmouth and beyond to
the left. Just building on the small comer would still block the view to the left. If the
development went ahead it would block the view towards Exmouth, and lose the panoramic
view. This would be an error that would last 100 years, or for ever!

There is also a spring under this land that runs down Southdowns road. To build here may
well give rise to a problem to the lower homes in Southdowns road. This has not been taken
into account; even though it has been stated to the council.

The road junction at Southdowns road and the main road is dangerous. This was
acknowledge at the local inquiry. but nothing was put in writing how to solve it. The road is
a narrow close and is not suitable for large development and all the Lorries.

The land is used as a natural break to Holcomb. It has been stated that using this comer will
not reduce the break enough to make any difference. Any decrease of a break was not the
intention of previous planners who kept the land for all people and to keep it open. It also
ignores all the other reasons for not building here.

Teignbridge credentials on the environment are weak. they seem to play fast and loose with
it. but not really understanding the subject.



*Please find enclosed two copies of a photo taken of Mules park notice board. This
park is in Teignmouth and has just the same protection as the Southdowns. How can
Teignbridge trump this area off, but just down the road it wants to obliterate the
very same thing? Not consistent!

3!lOCAl DEMOCRACY.

*Dawlish was a pioneer area to make local democracy work better. It has spectacularly
failed. This has led to great resentment, as it seems nothing has change. All the local people
want their open space kept untouched; the wishes of the people have been trampled
underfoot.

If any development went ahead on the land, it would not only lead to a failure of
democracy, but a very bad relationship with the new homes and neighbourhood; non
connection with the new home owners, as they would have to use the Southdowns road to
get to their home; this would not be good.

*A local referendum was promised, which now seem to be not going to happen. We need to
show we do not want the Southdowns touched at all, or the wild life disturbed, or the view
blocked. But a referendum seems to be blocked!

*1 believe to keep DA4 in the plan would lead to a breakdown of local democracy, which was
not what this exercise was supposed to do.
In fact, I would go on to say, many people here have commented, 'that it feels like China and
the land grabs from the ordinary people, and the only people who benefit are the already
rich'. This is not democracy! I feel pushing the plan through in the face of almost 100%
resistance, could lead to a dangerous precedent and a break down on neighbourhood co
operation, and would be a mistake. The decision to build here was felt by us who live in
Dawlish, as a political decision and not a healthy one at that, and has not been made strictly
on planning or environmental or on economics reasons.

*The Dawlish neighbour plan was thrown out because there was little evidence to prove the
plans would work, or was sustainable. The Southdowns still remain in the final plans with no
evidence, or additional evidence presented, as to why, or what justifies using this well used
land by the local's, with its outstanding marvellous views. As there is no new or substantial
evidence forty coming, I and the groups I work with are asking you to reject this part of the
plan in its entirety.

CONClUTION

*The Southdowns is good farmland. It has the status as Mules Park. And because it is
farmland it has different wildlife than the park. It is also a very well used local amenity and
used by visitors; with its open walk right through the middle. The panoramic view is
amazing! This would all be lost if built on.



*No convincing evidence base case has been demonstrated to build on the most precious
Southdowns. No economic need to override the status of the land. It would be bad for the
environment. Mitigation only works in part; but never fully, and in the long term (25 Years
plus) there is no evidence base it works.

*Local democracy would be inflicted with the final coffin nail if this went over their heads;
there is more at stake here than just planning! We understand if this small part of the
Southdowns was given the green light, then in 5 or 10 years' time, the rest of the area
would soon follow and the flood gates would be open, despite keeping the two special
categories on the rest of it.

*The land has two special categories and was put in place for such a time as this. One could
even put forward a very good case in the light of what we know now about climate change,
that the categories here have gained weight now; not lost it.

*1 believe the reason the chairman's casting vote was used to increase the over-all numbers
in Teignbridge to 12,400 homes was a political vote, not a planning or reasoned economic or
environmental decision. If we had gone with the amendment for 10,000 homes, all
environmentally sensitive areas could have been taken out.

*With global warming now a fact, all green areas and food growing areas taken out of
circulation, is just one more of man's short-sighted follies. If you have just one; yes, just one,
reservation or misgiving or unease over this land, then pleases keep the status-quo, and
keep this land fully open for future generations! Let's show that the government cares
about local views and the environment. Here is a very good case to demonstrate it!

Yours Sincerely,

Martin L. Heath Dip. Theo..
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Part A

Title:

First name(s):

Last name:

Organisation: (tfyouare
representing thatorganisation)

Address - line 1:

Address -line 2:

Post Town:

Postcode:

Telephone number:

e-mail address:

Consultee 10 (if known)
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~-------

PlanTeignbridge
2013 .. >203~1

Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013--2033:

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form

Personal Details Agent's details (if applicable)
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E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to:

Plan Teignbridge Representation
Teignbridge District Council
Forde House
Brunei Road
Newton Abbot
Devon
TQ124XX

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by Spm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any
comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about:

• the submission of the Local Plan
• the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector
• the adoption of the Local Plan

sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
37/1/DA4/O/12345



Part B- your response. Please use aseparate form for each policy. chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate?

Policy I Chapter I Paragraph (Please identify only one)

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an Xin the relevant box)

ISupport IObject X
3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan.

.,..-.,;;:--+~1I1'15 r7J!?c) SHow,)DR 1Vi;)
~ J

4. What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward
your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible.

J1t.Rf.- IS N{) r4~7fl..rJJ-ffV,;:, A-; 17Iu~ s /1Dv(} 8.; K:;. Pr Iff)-r /5
. . "" I 4";i

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information. evidence and supporting information
necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further
representations after publication stage. After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.

• If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to amatter of legal compliance.

• If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.

5. Do you consider the policy. chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box)

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes 0 No 0 Don't Know D
Justified - when compared to other options? Yes D No [X] Don't Know 0
Effective - deliverable and achievable? Yes 0 No [3(] Don't Know 0
Consistent with national policy? Yes 0 No CKJ Don't Know 0
Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes 0 No ceJ Don't Know D

6. If your representation is seeking achange. do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public?
(please put an X in the relevant box)

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: ~

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public: 0
If you have selected No. your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector
by way of written representations.



... why you consider this to be necessary:7, If you wish 10 speak alth••xaminabon II public, please say I

I . rocedure to hear those who wish to participate in thePlease note the Inspector will adopt the most appropnate p

examination. , 'n be bIic/y available, aJIhough yourprivate e-mail
Please note that your comments and your contact details WI . pu
address and telephone number will not be visible on our websIte. I I

Signature: I I Dale: Zo/II/l o IL- .

Notes for completing the form: .

. . th ~ rm can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.ukJplanteignbndge or postedSeparate notes for help In completing e 0
on request.
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Plan Teignbridge Representation
Teignbridge District Council
Forde House
BruneI Road
Newton Abbot
Devon TQI2 4XX

Dear Simon Thorley

2 Badlake Close
Dawlish
Devon EX7 9EY

19t11 November 2012

Plan Teignbridge - Proposed Submission Teignbridge Local Plan 2013 - 2033
Consultee ID 38

I have taken the opportunity to visit Dawlish Library to look at the updated Local Plan. Good to see a lot of
points I made in my response to the original plan made in February 2012 are included/clarified/confirmed.

So I wish only now to flag up those aspects identified in February that do not appear to have been
included/catered for.

DA I - 5 Housing

Only a reference to sustainable urban run oft'. Can we not get South West
Water to guarantee adequate/enhanced sewage and water drainage systems
And to confirm the existing treatment works will cope?

No mention of Developers being forced to provide quality sewer / drainage
Systems as part of the planning permission.

Can we not insist that affordable homes should be nearer to 50% per
Development?

DA 9 Dawlish Movement

No detail of improved Rail Services. We need extra coaches DOW as a
minimum commitment let alone over the next 10 years.

DA 12 Regeneration Dawlish Town Centre

No mention of a Childrens Play area/adventure playground on Lawn area

It is assumed full pedestrianisation ( even for restricted hours) is ruled out.

No mention of removing feral pigeons and their E Coli contamination from
The seawall under the station. A significant health hazard

No mention of replacing Kiosk at Coryton Cove.

No mention ofcleaning out the Brook at regular intervals.

Found it difficult to establish EXACTLY what is proposed in this
Regeneration plan. Is there a comprehensive listing somewhere?

V.on ';0"""1
Mr. D.R. Bryant

sandra.edgar
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19 SOUTHDOWNS ROAD

DAWLISH EX7 OLB 26/11/

TEIGNMOUTH PLAN /SECRETARY OF STATE EXAMINATION

REF DA4 DAWLISH SOUTHDOWNS

DEAR SIR

THE SOUTHDOWNS HAVE TWO SPECIAL PROTECTIONS AS LAND OF OUTSTANDING

NATURA L BEAUTY FOR GOOD REASONS.I AM SURE THAT YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT AND I

CANNOT REALLY UNDERSTAND FOR THE POLlCY.SURELY AS A BODY YOU MUST REALISE

THAT YOU WOULD BE REALLY SPOILING THE ENTIRE AREA OF DAWLISH BY SUCH A

THREAT.ALSO THERE SHOULD BE NO REASON FOR A TARMAC FOOTPATH THROUGH THE

FIELD.I AM SURE IT WOULD NOT BE WORTH ALL THAT EXPENSE.YOU REALLY MUST

CONSIDER THE ENJOYMENT FOR PEOPLE WALKING WITH OR WITHOUT THEIR DOGS. AS

FOR THE NATURAL WILDLIFE DO YOU REALLY WANT TO BECOME THE GUILTY DISTRUCTORS

OF THEIR EXISTENCE? IT IS BECOMING ALARMING ENOUGH AS AT PRESENT.I URGE YOU TO

THINK VERY CAREFULLY WITH REGARDS TO THIS.

YOU WILL PROBABLY BE THINKING===ITS A NOT IN MY BACK YARD ISSUE.

IT MIGHT WEll BEJUST BE BUT WITH SO MANY PROTESTERS,I ASURE YOU THAT IS NOTTHE

CASE. PLEASE BE DEMOCRATIC AND LISTEN TO THE THE PEOPLE.

1M SURE YOU REALISE THAT THE DAWLISH AREA WilL NEVER PROVIDE JOBS FOR

PEOPLE.THE TRAIN SERVICE IS USEFUlAT PRESENT BUTTHERE IS A MUCH BIGGER

PROBLEM.NOW THAT THE RAIL COMPANIES HAVE NOT GOT ROOM TO EXPAND THE

PASSENGER SERVICE.YOU MUST KNOW THAT THERE IS THE POSSIBIITY OF THE RAIL LINK

CEASING IN THE NOT TO FUTURE BECAUSE OF THE CONTINUED EFFECT OF THE SEA COSTING
SO MUCH EXPEN5E.ppp

1
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PLAN TEIGNBRIDGE: PROPOSED SUBMISSION
(PUBLICATION) TEIGNBRIDGE LOCAL PLAN

2013-2033

REPRESENTATIONS BY R.J. CHALLINOR FRICS
ON BEHALF OF MR AND MRS A.J. JEFFERY

CONSULTEE ID: 64

Principal policies referred to in these representations:

DAl South of Shutterton Lane
DA2 North West Secmaton Lane
DA6 Dawlish Green Infrastructure
DA7 Dawlish Warren Coastal Park
DA9 Dawlish - Movement
EN2 Undeveloped Coast

R.J. CHALLINOR FRICS
3 HATHERLEY ROAD
CHELTENHAM
GLOS.
GL516EB

December 2012
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 My clients, Mr & Mrs AJ. Jeffery, are landowners at Dawlish and I make these
representations on their behalf for the purpose of promoting the improvement
and regeneration of Dawlish in accordance with the general intention behind
policy 517.

1.2 The relevant landholdings of my clients are:

(i) Secmaton Farm shown edged red on Plan 1 at Appendix I which
forms a substantial part of the area relating to policy DA2: North West
Secmaton Lane; and

(ii) Lady's Mile Holiday Park shown edged red on Plan 2 at Appendix I to
which policies S12: Tourism, ECll: Tourist Accommodation and EN2:
Undeveloped Coast are particularly applicable.

2. POLICY DA1: South of Shutterton Lane

2.1 My clients and I support this policy in its proposed provision of employment
land to be developed to a particularly high standard appropriate to its position
at the beginning of the built up area on the north side of Dawlish.

2.2 To the east of the policy area, the Policies Map proposes to maintain the Area
of Great Landscape Value designation which we also fully support in view of
the landscape quality of the land and the need to maintain separation
between the town of Dawlish and the largely tourist related development of
Dawlish Warren.

3. POLICY DA2: North West Secmaton Lane

3.1 My clients and I have been promoting the principle of an urban extension
adjoining Secmaton Lane since 1999. Our original proposals were very
similar, including the road link northward to Exeter Road, to those now
proposed by your Council in this Policy DA2. Therefore, in broad terms, we
support the proposals of Policy DA2. However, these representations seek
changes in the follOWing respects.

(i) The wording of the policy requires amendment because sub-paragraph
(a) does not comprise any part of the development scheme but relates
to the planning of it. We suggest that sub-paragraph (a) be deleted
and the opening part of the policy be amended as follows: "A site of
approximately 35 hectares is allocated north-west of Secmaton Lane
for a mixed use urban extension to be based upon a comprehensive
landscape and design led masterplan which shall:" Sub-paragraphs
(b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) should become (a)-(e) accordingly.

-1-



(ij) The proposed settlement limit on the west side of the mixed use
allocation should be redrawn on the Policies Map so as to include
within it the green infrastructure policy area under DA6 which itself
should be extended southwards to Langdon Road. It is for the future
masterplan to set down the exact dividing line between built
development and the landscaped fringe. It is essential that the urban
extension is planned as a whole and that the green infrastructure,
currently under Policy DA6, becomes an integral part of the extension,
all within the settlement limit.

(iii) No reference is made within Policy DA2, or in any other part of the
Submission Document, to the need for a Park and Ride facility to serve
Dawlish. A Park and Ride would encourage visitors to the town centre
and the railway station. It seems to be a vital component to a
regeneration programme for Dawlish. It could be located within the
DA2 policy area or at another suitable location.

3.2 The land owned by my clients at Secmaton Farm extends to approximately 16
hectares. It includes land forming parts of the green infrastructure, mixed
use and road link provisions. My clients confirm their willingness to work with
the Council, other landowners and developers in order to bring forward for
development the whole of the policy area.

4. POLICY DA9: Dawlish - Movement

4.1 This policy should be amended to include proposals requiring the investigation
of the need for a Park and Ride facility for Dawlish and, if appropriate, the
encouragement of its provision in a suitable location.

5. POLICY EN2: Undeveloped Coast

5.1 As a general principle, with some exceptions, this policy has been applied to
the land which, in the 1996 adopted Local Plan, was designated as Coastal
Preservation Area (CPA). The Undeveloped Coast is a new name for a
longstanding policy originating from the Devon Structure Plan. The existing
CPA policy and the proposed Undeveloped Coast policy are similar in that
development within the policy areas is discouraged except for agriculture,
forestry and minor development.

5.2 It is therefore of great concern to my clients and to me that the Undeveloped
Coast policy is proposed to be applied in this Local Plan to the whole of Lady's
Mile Holiday Park, such that it could act against perfectly reasonable future
proposed developments designed to promote the holiday industry.

5.3 There has, however, been a history, extending back to 2001, of acceptance
by the Council that substantial parts of Lady's Mile Holiday Park should be
removed from the CPA designation. It therefore seems likely that, in applying
the broad principle of changing the CPA areas to Policy EN2 Undeveloped
Coast, the Council has overlooked the preViously accepted need to make
substantial alterations to the designation as applied to Lady's Mile Holiday
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Park. Nevertheless, it is now necessary for me to make detailed
representations in order to ensure that the Policy EN2 proposal is not to be
applied to Lady's Mile so as to inhibit, without justification, appropriate
holiday development.

5.4 At Appendix 2, I provide an extract from the Devon Structure Plan 2001
2016 relating to CPA's. At paragraph 4.30 it makes clear that the designation
of CPA's should be consistent with the two criteria set out in that paragraph.
The policy COS sets out the severe restrictions relating to any development
within CPA's.

5.5 The 1996 adopted Local Plan proposals map (Appendix 3) shows the whole
of Lady's Mile as subject to the CPA policy as well as the Area of Great
Landscape Value. The application of the CPA policy was not made in
accordance with the criteria set out in the Structure Plan. The 1996 proposals
map also shows a substantial area of Lady's Mile as being subject to the
Holiday Development Area policy which is there to encourage the provision of
new holiday accommodation and the retention and improvement of existing
accommodation, a policy which is not consistent with the CPA policy.

5.6 In 2001 the Teignbridge Local Plan First Review Initial Deposit was published.
At Appendix 4 I provide an extract from the proposals map of that First
Review which shows that the Area of Great Landscape Value was proposed to
be removed from the whole of Lady's Mile and the CPA policy was to be
applied only to that part of Lady's Mile which lay outside the Holiday
Development Area. I believe the Council would agree with me that the areas
which were proposed to be retained as CPA did not all comply with the
Structure Plan criteria.

5.7 That proposed First Review of the Local Plan was abandoned in favour of the
new statutory basis for a Local Development Framework. In November 2006
the Council published their Core Strategy Submission Development Plan
Document. At Appendix 5 I produce a copy of the 2006 proposed policy
CS21 - The coastal zone, together with extracts from the proposals maps of
that Document shOWing how the CPA policy was proposed to be applied to
Lady's Mile. It can be seen from the then proposed policy that the criteria to
be adopted in designating the CPA's was the same as those set out in the
Structure Plan.

5.7 The 2006 proposed extent of the CPA policy area had been reduced from the
2001 proposal by excluding the southernmost field adjoining the Warren
Copse (Map Number 20) and, on the eastern side of Lady's Mile, the northern
field adjoining Week Lane was to be excluded (Map Number 19). That was
the view of the Council in 2006, but there is further evidence subsequently in
relation to three planning applications involving Lady's Mile.

5.8 In 2008, Tesco Stores Limited proposed to build a supermarket on land
forming the southern part of Lady's Mile adjoining Warren Copse and
extending eastwards into part of the land shown as CPA in the 2006

-3-
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5.9

5.10

5.11

Submission Core Strategy. The Tesco proposal failed because a planning
permission had been granted to Sainsburys at Shutterton to the north. The
Tesco proposal was, however, the subject of a report to the Council's
Development Control Committee in September 2008 and the report is at
Appendix 6 and includes a plan of the site. On the fourth page of that
report, the penultimate paragraph under the heading "Landscape" makes
clear that the application site does not comply with the criteria set down by
the Structure Plan for inclusion within the CPA.

There have been, in recent years, two planning applications, both approved,
in respect of the fields on the east side of Lady's Mile to the north and west of
Warren Road and south of Week Lane. At Appendix 7 I provide the report to
Committee of August 2009 relating to the field immediately south of Week
Lane. A plan of the site is at the back of the report. On the fifth page, second
paragraph, the report makes clear that this field does not comply with the
criteria in the Structure Plan relating to the designation of land as a CPA.

At Appendix 8 I provide the Committee report in respect of a planning
application relating to the southern and eastern field adjoining Warren Road.
A plan is at the back of the report. Considerations relating to landscape begin
at the bottom of the fourth page. The report describes the site as of limited
visibility in the wider landscape but there is no suggestion that the CPA
designation does not comply with the criteria set down in the Structure Plan.
In my opinion, to a limited extent, there is compliance in that the roadside
boundaries of the field form part of the view from Warren Road. There is,
however, low lying land in the western part of the field which is not visible
from the road.

If this field is to be retained as Undeveloped Coast, it would be on the basis
that the land has planning permission for holiday development and that
encouragement is given to enhancement of existing tourist accommodation
and attractions by proposed Policy S12 Tourism. This would enable the
Undeveloped Coast policy to extend on both sides of the northern part of
Warren Road.

5.12

5.13

Ii·"

In respect of these two fields forming the eastern part of Lady's Mile Holiday
Park, to make the extent of the development approvals clear, I provide at
Appendix 9 a copy of my Drawing LM/l1/01 showing an illustration of the
proposed land uses.

From the southern stretch of Warren Road the land falls away steeply towards
the long established part of Lady's Mile. It is therefore only the land which is
close to Warren Road which warrants designation under the Undeveloped
Coast policy.

5.14 I draw attention to paragraph 11.18 of the Submission Document which
suggests that serviced visitor accommodation could be provided on or near
land to the west of Warren Road. All of that land comprises Lady's Mile
Holiday Park and Warren Copse in the south. It is all covered, currently, by
the proposed Undeveloped Coast policy.

-4-
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5.15 In view of the nature of the land form and the representations I have made
above, I have provided a plan at Appendix 10 which shows the extent of the
Undeveloped Coast policy which I put forward as a proposed replacement for
the currently proposed blanket designation of Lady's Mile Holiday Park. It is,
of course, not necessary for the extent of the designation to follow field
boundaries. I should be pleased to reach agreement with the Council so that
a plan may be put to the appointed Inspector as an agreement.

6. POLICY DA7: Dawlish Warren Coastal Park

6.1 Whilst my clients support the proposal, it is clearly unacceptable that the DA7
designation takes the land out of the Policy EN2 Undeveloped Coast
designation. This land adjoining the cliff tops is prominent in a spectacular
way. Public access to the land is to be welcomed but protection from all but
very minor forms of development is essential.

6.2 In practical terms the Policies Map cannot be coloured both green and blue. I
suggest that the Undeveloped Coast Policy designation be applied to the
whole area and that an alternative means be devised to show the Coastal
Park area on the Policies Map.

7. CONCLUSION

7.1 In relation to my clients' landholding at 5ecmaton Farm, these
representations aim to improve the Council's proposals which, in general, we
support. We wish to take an active part in assisting the delivery of the
development scheme.

7.2 At Lady's Mile, my clients wish to continue to improve their tourism business
to attract more visitors to Dawlish and to lengthen the holiday season. Our
support is therefore given to Policy 512 Tourism and to Policies Eel1 and
EC12 relating to tourist accommodation and attractions. My clients are
anxious to ensure that Policy EN2 Undeveloped Coast will not act against
these tourism policies in respect of Lady's Mile Holiday Park.

RICHARD CHALLINOR, FRICS
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APPENDIX 1

Plans showing:

(i) Secmaton Farm, Dawlish

(ii) Lady's Mile Holiday Park
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APPENDIX 2

Extract from Devon Structure Plan 2001- 2016
Relating to Coastal Preservation Areas
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Devon Structure P l an 2001 to 2016



DEVON STRUCTURE PLAN 2001 TO 2016 EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM - ADOPTED OCT 2004

-

-

4.28 Devon's coastline is subject to development
pressures and a range of commercial and recreational
uses, including activities which are of national
importance such as defence. Other development
pressures include mineral working, offshore gas and oil
exploration, and measures for sea defences, for flood
prevention and coast protection to prevent erosion by
the sea. Proposals for new facilities and related
development to deal with sewage disposal and the
improvement of sea water quality can also give rise to
concerns in relation to their possible impact on the
visual quality of the coastline.

4.29 National Planning Policy Guidance (PPG20)
states that in the coastal zone, development plan
policies should not normally provide for development
which does not require a coastal location. Local
planning authorities should consider the off-shore
impacts of anyon-shore development when making
planning decisions.

4. 30 Coastal Preservation Areas (CPAs) were first
designated in Devon in 1966 in response to
Government advice which identified the need for
effective action to safeguard the unspoiled stretches of
the coastline. The general extent of the CPAs is shown
on the Key Diagram but it will be for the Local
Development Documents to define their precise
boundaries - consistent with the Key Diagram and the
criteria which originally defined the areas:

1. the area should be substantially unaffected by
development, and

2. the area should be generally visible from cliff top,
beach, sea or estuary, or form part of the view
from significant lengths of an access road, public
footpath or bridleway leading to the coast or from
the long distance coastal footpath.

4.31 Devon's undeveloped coast represents a finite
resource both in County and national terms. Policy
COS protects Devon's undeveloped coastline from
inappropriate development by strictly limiting the type of
development that should be located within the Coastal
Preservation Area (CPA). The CPA will seldom be the
most appropriate location for development. Any
development that could reasonably be located outside
the CPA, or which would detract from the unspoilt
nature of the coast, will not be appropriate within the
CPA.

Coastal Preservation Areas

Within the Coastal Preservation Area,
development, other than that of a minor nature,
will not be provided for except where it is required:
for the benefit of the community at large, in
connection with public access for informal
recreation, or for the purposes of agriculture or
forestry and only when such development cannot
reasonably be accommodated outside the
protected areas. Such development will only be
provided for when it would not detract from the
unspoilt character and appearance of the coastal
area.

Combe Point, North Devon
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APPENDIX 3

Part of Proposals Map of Teignbridge Local Plan (adopted 1996)
showing policies applied to Lady's Mile Holiday Park
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APPENDIX 4

Part of Proposals Map of Teignbridge Local Plan First Review (Initial
Deposit version 2001) showing proposed policies applied to Lady's

Mile Holiday Park
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APPENDIX 5

Core Strategy Submission Document (November 2006):

(i) Policy CS21 - The coastal zone

(ii) Proposals Maps 19 and 20
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1- THE COASTAL ZONE

4.21.1 Policy CS21 addresses the fallowing strategic objectives.

Policy CS21 • The coastal zone

The coastal zane in Teignbridge, comprises the developed and undeveloped coast. The
undeveloped coast is identified as the Coastal Preservation Area on the Key Diagram and its
extent and boundaries are shown in detail on the Proposals Map. The criteria for identifying the
area and boundaries of the Coastal Preservation Area are:

a) the area is substantially unaffected by development; and

b) the area is generally visible from clifftop, beach, sea, or estuary, or it forms part of the
view from significant lengths of an access road, public footpath or bridleway leading to the
coast or from the long distance coastal footpath.

Within the coastal zone:
1. Together with partners, stakeholders and local communities, the Council will work to :

a) Promote the environmental improvement of the developed coast

b) Promote flood alleviation and management measures that will support the regeneration of
the coastal towns consistent with Policies CS12 and CS14, and the safety and resilience of
communities consistent with policy CS33

c) Conserve the natural environment of the undeveloped coast as a high quality natural
resource for biodiversity and protect the character of the undeveloped parts of the coast.

2. Consistent with policies CS28 and related policies in the Development Control and Non
Strategic Policies plan, wherever possible development will avoid areas at high risk of
environmental hazards. Where development in high risk areas is necessary to deliver
strategic objectives, or in areas of low to medium risk, development will address the risk of
environmental hazards from flooding, land instability and erosion, taking account of the
existing and planned remediation and defence programmes such as strategic coastal
defences and the extent to which the coastline will be allowed to change in a natural or
planned way.

3. Subject to Policies CS1, CS13, CS15 and CS17, development that requires a coastal location
on the developed coast will be permitted where individually or cumulatively that development
does not increase the risk of hazards from flooding, land instability or erosion, or lead to the
loss of the area's distinctive character. Development will be refused in the developed and
undeveloped coast where it causes such harm.

4 Development within the Coastal Preservation Area, will not be permitted unless it :

a) Does not detract from the unspoilt character and appearance of the coast and

b) Is allocated for development through Development Plan Documents, providing essential
benefit for the wider community; or

c) Demonstrates a requirement for a coastal location that cannot be reasonably
accommodated outside the undeveloped coast; and

i) Is essential for the benefit of the wider community or
ii) Provides public access to the coast for informal recreation or sustainable water-borne

transport unless this damages valued nature conservation interests or is impractical.
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APPENDIX 6

Development Control Committee report of 29th September 2008 in respect
of the Tesco proposal at Lady's Mile Holiday Park

(Application 08/02503/MAl)



-
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE

-
DATE:

REPORT OF:

ITEM:

APPLICATION FOR
CONSIDERATION:

APPLICANT:

29 September 2008

Service Lead - Planning, Design & Property

2

08/02503/MAJ - Erection of retail store and ancillary
works at Lady's Mile, Exeter Road, Dawlish

Tesco Stores Ltd

1. RECOMMENDATION

PERMISSION BE REFUSED for the following reasons:-
1. Retail development in out of centre location without any demonstrable need

resulting in harm to the vitality and viability of Dawlish town centre
2. Loss of holiday accommodation

2. DESCRIPTION

The site

The application site comprises approximately 2.4 hectares (6 acres) of land on the
eastern side of Exeter Road to the north of Dawlish. The land forms part of Lady's
Mile Holiday Park and includes static and touring caravan pitches, a toilet block and
a camping field. The site is bordered to the north and east by the rest of the holiday
park. To the south is Warren Copse and to the west, on the opposite side of Exeter
Road, is an area of residential development. The site is currently well-screened
from Exeter Road by the trees in Warren Copse and all along the Exeter Road
frontage. There is currently no access to the site from Exeter Road - vehicular
access is currently gained from Week Lane and through the holiday park to the
north.

Policy and landscape designations
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The southern part of the site lies within Countryside, an Area of Great Landscape
Value (AGLV) and a Coastal Preservation Area (CPA) as defined by the adopted
Teignbridge Local Plan (TLP). The northern part also lies within the AGLV and
CPA, but instead of being designated as Countryside it falls within the Dawlish
Warren Holiday Development Area (HDA). The Initial Deposit Version of the
Teignbridge Local Plan First Review (TLPFR) sought to remove the AGLV and CPA
designation from the northern part of the site, whilst retaining its HDA status. The
southern part of the site was retained in the AGLV and CPA. More recently the
Local Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy sought to remove the entire
site from both the AGLV and CPA.
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The proposal represents a Departure from the Development Plan as the
development would not comprise any of the exceptional categories that are
acceptable in a CPA. The proposal would also result in the loss of holiday
accommodation within the Dawlish Warren HDA. The application has been
advertised as a Departure, but it is necessary to identify whether there are any
material considerations that would indicate that a decision should be made contrary
to the provisions of the development plan.

The proposal

The proposal is a full application for a retail foodstore, car park and ancillary works,
including a new access to Exeter Road. The foodstore would have a floorspace of
3,266 square metres (35,155 square feet) gross (internal) and would be located at
the southern end of the site adjacent to Warren Copse. The store would face
northwards onto a car park containing 253 parking spaces and 20 cycle parking
stands. A bus stop and recycling facilities are also proposed within the car park.
Access to the site would be gained via a new roundabout on Exeter Road at the
northern end of the site. A new toucan crossing and pedestrian link are also
proposed in Exeter Road.

The design of the building would be contemporary in nature with extensive glazing
to the front elevation and timber cladding to the side and rear elevations. A sedum
roof would be provided over most of the building. The building has been designed
to achieve a "very good" BREEAM rating and includes a range of energy efficiency
features and a combined cooling, heat and power system.

The documentation submitted with the application indicated that the store will offer
a full range of convenience goods together with a limited range of non-convenience
items typically sold in modern foodstores, including health and beauty products, pet
foods and lower order clothing. It is stated that on opening the store would employ
180 full and part-time staff.

Retail Issues

There is a clear and demonstrable need for a new supermarket in Dawlish which
has been identified in both the Teignbridge Retail Study Update (2006) and
Teignbridge LDF Core Strategy (2007). Core Strategy Policy CS 15 recognises the
need for a supermarket comprising up to 1500 square metres (16,146 square feet)
(net) additional convenience floorspace. As part of work on the Teignbridge Retail
Study Update consultants Nathaniel Lichfield and Partners were asked to consider
in detail three potential supermarket sites in Dawlish: Barton Hill Car Park, Sandy
Lane playing fields and Kayley Garage. These sites were appraised in detail: the
Barton Hill site in the town centre was considered the sequentially preferable site
but was considered unlikely to be of sufficient size to accommodate a store that
could meet the demonstrated qualitative need in the town. The Sandy Lane site
would clearly be the next-most favourable site from a sequential perspective as,
although the site does not lie within the town centre, it is closer than Shutterton.
Sandy Lane is owned by the Council who are resistant to the site coming forward
for a supermarket and wish to see it retained for sports and leisure uses. An
Executive Decision was made by the Portfolio Holder for Assets in October 2007



informing developers that the Council wished to retain the land. It is considered,
therefore, that, whilst the Sandy Lane site is sequentially preferable, it is not
currently available for retail development. With this in mind the Council recently
granted planning permission for a 3,820 square metres (41,118 square feet) (gross)
foodstore at Shutterton Bridge, adjacent to the Kayley Garage site, which would
meet all of the identified need for supermarket floorspace in Dawlish.

The Applicants have submitted a Retail Assessment as required under PPS6. The
Retail Statement includes a detailed sequential assessment of eight sites within an
area of search for a supermarket in Dawlish, comprising two town centre sites; two
edge-of-centre; and four out-of-centre locations (including the Shutterton Bridge
site). The sequential assessment reasonably concludes that there is no realistically
available site of a suitable size in the town centre. The assessment of the edge-of
centre sites comes to a similar conclusion, leaving only the out-of-centre sites. The
assessment refers to the Shutterton Bridge site as being less sequentially
preferable as it is further from the town centre than the application site. Whilst this
is concluded it should be emphasised that the application site and Shutterton Bridge
both fall within the "out of centre" category.

PPS6 advises that need must be demonstrated for any application for a major town
centre use in an edge-of-centre or out-of-centre location which is not in accordance
with an up-to-date development plan strategy. PPS6 also requires an assessment
of the impact of out of centre retail proposals on existing centres. The Applicant's
retail statement in addressing need does not take into account the recent
permission at Shutterton Bridge, which will meet the town's need for a supermarket.
The retail statement in its section on need concludes that if permission were to be
granted there would still be surplus expenditure of £6.12 million in terms of
convenience goods by 2013, but this does not factor in the market share likely to be
afforded to the Sainsbury's development. The Applicant's retail assessment
concludes that diversion of shopping from the town centre will amount to £0.3
million, representing less than 2% of projected 2013 levels. On this basis the
assessment concludes that there would be no material harm to the vitality and
viability of Dawlish town centre. Notwithstanding this conclusion the Applicants
propose to make a financial contribution of £240,000 towards the regeneration of
Dawlish Town centre and to offset any short-term impacts that may be experienced.

There is no justification for excluding the approved SainsbUry's development from
the need calculations. Without it being taken into consideration the retail
assessment cannot be a comprehensive one. Central Government policy in a
range of areas is focused on delivery. If the Shutterton Bridge site represented a
long-standing retail commitment which had not been implemented there may be
some justification for considering alternative sites to meet the need for a
supermarket. However, the Shutterton Bridge proposal has only recently secured
consent and the Applicants are actively seeking to deal with matters required by the
planning conditions. There would therefore appear to be a strong likelihood of early
implementation. It is highly questionable whether there is at present a need for two
supermarkets in Dawlish given the projected levels of expenditure. Whilst the
recently published Proposed Changes to the South West Regional Spatial Strategy
do propose an uplift in the District's strategic housing allocation from 10,400 to at
least 15,900 over the period 2006-2026, which will lead to greater pressure on
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Dawlish as an Area Centre to accommodate additional housing growth over and
above what was originally anticipated as the RSS developed, it is unlikely that this
in itself would result in the need for two large supermarkets in the town. If a second
supermarket were to be provided in Dawlish, the cumulative impact on the town
centre would logically be more significant than were just one development to come
forward.

In terms of retail policy the proposed site, considered in isolation, could represent a
suitable site to meet an identified need for a supermarket at Dawlish. However the
identified need for a supermarket at Dawlish has already been satisfied by the
recent permission at Shutterton Bridge. The Applicant's assessment of need and
impact do not take account of this permission and do not therefore provide a
reliable basis for concluding that there is a need and that there will be no material
impact on the town centre.

Landscape

The site lies within the Dawlish Hinterland subzone of the Redlands Landscape
Character Area defined in the Teignbridge Landscape Assessment 2001. The site
is set within a small side valley of the Shutterton Brook, with rising ground to east,
west and north. The site is visible from houses along the west side of Exeter Road
through trees, in particular Monterey Pines which have largely clear stems to 6-8
metres (19 feet 8 inches-26 feet 3 inches). The removal of trees at the roundabout
entrance would open up the site to views from Carhaix Way. There would be only
filtered views of the building and car park from this area and houses higher up the
ridge. There are views into the site from the caravan park fields on higher ground to
the east and glimpses from gateways along Warren Road. The site is not visible
from the coast or coast path or from the wider landscape to north and west due to
its low lying position and the development would have limited visual impact overall.
The bUilding would be set into the slope at its southern end, allowing the green roof
to be set at a similar level to the surrounding field and further reducing the visual
impact.

Whilst some adverse impact would arise from the development of the site in terms
of loss of grassland and amenity trees, important boundary trees, hedges and
woodland would largely be retained and the design of the bUilding would help to
reduce the impact on the rural character of the AGLV. The visually enclosed nature
of the site means that visual impact would be limited to the immediate vicinity of
housing to the west and fields to the east and could be successfully mitigated in the
medium term by the proposed planting. The development would not significantly
detract from the character of the AGLV landscape. Notwithstanding the CPA
designation, the site is not visible from the cliff top, beach, sea or estuary and does
not form part of the view from significant lengths of an access road, public footpath
or bridleway leading to the coast or from the long distance coastal footpath. The
site is already affected by development so it is not considered that the proposed
development would detract from the unspoilt character and appearance of the
undeveloped coast.

Overall therefore it is considered that the proposals are acceptable in landscape
terms.
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Tourism

The proposal would result in the loss of some of the eXisting holiday
accommodation on the Lady's Mile Holiday Park, which lies within the Dawlish
Warren HDA. Within the HDA there would be a loss of 45 touring caravan/tent
pitches and 34 static holiday caravans. Policy HD3 of the TLP states that
favourable consideration will be given to proposals for new holiday accommodation
and the retention and improvement of existing holiday accommodation in the HDA.
Policy HD9 states that the primary holiday function of Dawlish Warren will be
supported by the use of development control powers to protect, maintain and
enhance existing holiday facilities. Policy HD7 applies throughout the Local Plan
area and states that redevelopment of holiday accommodation to non-holiday
accommodation will only be permitted if there is no reasonable demand for such
accommodation, or the development would not result in the loss of accommodation
contributing significantly to the stock of holiday accommodation in the locality, or be
detrimental to its holiday character. It is considered that the loss of 79 pitches
would be significant and would be contrary to Policies HD7 and H09.

In order to overcome this objection the landowner has submitted a separate
application (reference OS/02952/MAJ) for the use of land in the same ownership to
the north east to provide 60 touring caravan/tent pitches and 34 static holiday
caravans. That application is reported elsewhere on this Agenda. Clearly if that
application were approved and implemented it would provide suitable
compensatory provision for the loss of accommodation resulting from the
supermarket proposal. If Members are minded to approve application
OS/02952/MAJ there would not be a significant loss of holiday accommodation.
However the recommendation of approval for application OS/02952 is dependant on
the completion of an Appropriate Assessment and the agreement of measures of
mitigation to offset any harm to the ecological interest of Dawlish Warren and the
Exe Estuary. There is no guarantee at this stage that these matters will be
successfully resolved. Under these circumstances it is recommended that a reason
for refusal based on the loss of holiday accommodation should be included,
although this reason would be overcome if permission is subsequently granted for
OS/02952/MAJ.

Access and sustainability

The application is supported by a Transport Assessment that includes details of the
existing traffic conditions, forecast traffic flows, the proposed means of access, car
parking, opportunities for non-car travel and mitigating measures.

Vehicular access to the site is proposed via a new roundabout at the northern end
of the site at the junction of Carhaix Way and Exeter Road. Pedestrian access
would be gained via a pedestrian ramp approXimately 70 metres south of the
roundabout. A new traffic signal controlled pedestrian crossing would be provided
in Exeter Road to facilitate safe use of the pedestrian access. On the opposite side
of Exeter Road the existing footpath would be upgraded to provide a shared use
cycle lane/footpath which would link the existing National Cycle Route to the south
with the off-road cycleway off Littleweek Lane to the north.
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In addition to the highway works described above the Transport Assessment also
proposes an on-site bus stop to DDA standards with a bus shelter, a financial
contribution towards improved bus services, a financial contribution of £10,000
towards Community Transport in the Dawlish area and provision of a Staff Travel
Plan. The Highway Authority has requested a financial contribution of £300,000
over three years towards improved bus services. The Applicants are agreeable to
the principle of enhancing bus services to better link the store to surrounding
villages and areas of Dawlish not currently served by public transport services.
However the proposed mechanism for securing this had not been finally resolved at
the time of writing this report, but it is expected that the Applicants will finalise their
proposals on this issue prior to the Committee meeting.

Ecology

The application site is relatively close to the Exe Estuary Special Protection Area
(SPA) and the Dawlish Warren Special Area of Conservation (SAC). However,
whilst new housing development is likely to generate significant ongoing additional
recreational use of the SPA and SAC, a retail facility (for use by existing residents)
is not. It is not therefore considered that there is likely to be a significant impact on
these European wildlife sites, so an Appropriate Assessment is not required.

There is very little wildlife value within the proposed site and the Ecological
Assessment submitted with the application states that most of the better hedges will
be retained and strengthened with additional planting and a wide buffer zone will be
planted with shrubs adjacent to Warren Copse to the south. The Ecological
Assessment also proposes various measures for the safeguard of protected
species, e.g. watching brief for badgers, limiting light pollution, clearing of
vegetation in autumn/winter, green roof, bat and bird boxes, and landscape planting
to be of native species of local provenance. There is therefore no ecological
objection to this proposal subject to compliance with the mitigation and
compensation measures stated in the Ecological Assessment.

Air quality

Planning Policy Statement 23: Planning and Pollution Control requires the
cumulative impact of multiple developments on the air quality of an area to be
considered. The Environmental Health Officer is concerned about the impact that
the development and other major developments in the area will have on the Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA) at Iddesleigh Terrace and the potential AQMA
at Starcross. An AQMA is an area that the local authority has designated for
action, as the levels of nitrogen dioxide, a pollutant associated with vehicle
emissions, exceed the Air Quality Objectives at residential receptors close to the
road. The application is supported by an Air Quality Assessment, which predicts a
small increase in annual N02 concentrations as a result of the development. In
order to compensate for the cumulative impact of this and other developments on
air quality the Environmental Health Officer has requested a financial contribution of
£33,450 towards a programme of air quality mitigation, improvement and
monitoring in and around the Iddesleigh Terrace AQMA. The Applicants are
agreeable to this contribution.



The application is supported by a Noise Assessment, which considers noise from
mechanical services and refrigeration, servicing activity, car parking, recycling and
road traffic. The Assessment concludes that the development could proceed
without the likelihood of harm to the amenity of local residents provided store
servicing is restricted to 06:00 to 23:00 and use of the recycling centre is restricted
to 07:00 to 23:00. The Assessment notes that mechanical services and
refrigeration plant can be designed so that a maximum noise level of 35 dBA is
achieved at the nearest noise sensitive properties. The Environmental Health
Officer has considered the Assessment and raises no objections to the application
subject to conditions limiting the level of noise from fixed plant and machinery to 35
dBA at the nearest noise sensitive property, and limiting the hours of servicing and
use of the recycling facilities. It should be noted that the Environmental Health
Officer requests hours of 07:00 to 23:00 for servicing and 08:00 to 21 :00 for
recycling. Subject to conditions to cover these issues it is not considered that there
is a justifiable objection to the proposals on noise grounds.

Drainage

The application as originally submitted was supported by a Flood Risk Assessment
(FRA), which sought to demonstrate that the development would not be at risk of
flooding and would not increase flood risk elsewhere. The Environment Agency
has commented that the proposed development is located in the catchment area of
the Shutterton Brook where acute flooding risks exist at present. These risks
emanate largely from the "tidelock" conditions that prevail at the outlet from the
Shutterton Brook to the River Exe estuary. The Environment Agency considered
that the FRA did not properly address the off site flooding concerns and instead
promoted attenuation as the principal means of surface water disposal. This was
considered unacceptable in a tidelock situation where one of the principal concerns
relates to the volumes of water being disposed of. Under these circumstances the
Environment Agency recommended refusal.

Design Services have requested a financial contribution of £100,000 towards off
site downstream watercourse improvements in view of the known problem with the
downstream surface water system.

A revised FRA has been submitted and seeks to demonstrate that surface water
run-off from the development will be no different to existing greenfield rates. The
Environment Agency's views on the revised FRA are awaited. In view of the results
of the FRA, the Applicants are of the opinion that the request from Design Services
for a financial contribution cannot be justified and that it does not relate to the
proposed development and thus does not comply with the tests of Circular 5/2005
Planning Obligations.

Public Art

The Applicants have stated that part of the financial contribution for town centre
improvements could also be used for public art at the Council's discretion.
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Conclusions

Whilst this site, considered in isolation, could have represented a suitable location
for a supermarket to meet an identified need, that need has already been met by
the grant of planning permission for an alternative proposal nearby. Approval of a
second out of centre store would not be supported by a recognised need and would
therefore be contrary to PPS6. Furthermore the development would result in the
loss of a significant amount of holiday accommodation in the Dawlish Warren HDA,
without any alternative provision being secured. It is therefore recommended that
permission should be refused.

POLICY DOCUMENTS

Devon Structure Plan 2001 to 2016 - Policies ST1, ST3, ST4, ST5, ST15, C01,
C04, C05, C06, C09, con, C013, C015, C016, TR 1, TR2, TR4, TR5, TR7,
TR9, TR1 0, SH1, SH2 and T01

Teignbridge Local Plan - Policies ENV1, ENV2, ENV3, ENV4, ENV9, ENV11, T6,
T?, T13, T19, T23, T24, T28, HD1, HD3, H09, C10, C16, C22 and R26

Teignbridge Local Plan First Review - Policies SOP4, SOP8, SDP12, SDP14,
SDP18, ENV1, ENV2, ENV3, ENV12, TRN2, TRN5, TRN?, TRN10, TRN11,
TRN13, TCR?, HOL3, HOL4 and HOL5

Core Strategy - Policies CS14, CS15, CS19, CS21 and CS25

Regional Planning Guidance 10

Draft Regional Spatial Strategy

Planning Policy Statements 1, 6, 9, 23 and 25

Planning Policy Guidance 13 and 24

4. CONSULTEES

Highway Authority - No objections - minor amendments to roundabout design and
toucan crossing will be necessary as part of a Section 2?8 Agreement. This will
involve loss of more of the roadside hedgerow than shown on submitted drawings.
A financial contribution of £100,000 per year for 3 years is sought to add a second
town bus service. The bus stop on-site should be located nearer to the store itself.

Environmental Health - No objections from a noise point of view, but conditions
required to cover details of any fixed plant or machinery and restriction of times of
deliveries and use of the recycling facilities. From an Air Quality point of view the
mitigating measures contained in the Transport Report are appropriate but would
recommend additional conditions requiring all delivery vehicles to be to Euro III
standard and requiring the provision of 2 electric car charging points. In order to
compensate for the cumulative impact on air quality a financial contribution of
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£33,450 is requested towards a programme of air quality mitigation, improvement
and monitoring in and around the Iddesleigh Terrace Air Quality Management Area.
In order to avoid harm to the air quality of nearby residential properties during
construction works a condition is recommended requiring the submission of a
Construction Code of Practice for approval.

Design Services - A contribution of £100,000 towards off-site downstream
watercourse/culvert improvements is required to resolve a known problem with the
downstream surface water system. The problem must be resolved prior to
commencement of work.

Environment Agency - Views on revised FRA awaited

5. REPRESENTATIONS

27 letters of objection received raising the following issues:-
1. Detrimental impact on Vitality and viability of Dawlish town centre and

businesses in Exeter Road
2. Site is not sequentially preferable to the Sainsbury's site - both are out of

centre and similarly accessible to the town centre
3. Identified need for a new supermarket has been met by Sainsbury's approval

and a further supermarket would affect viability of existing town centre shops
4. Draft revisions to PPS6 would not make this proposal any more acceptable
5. If a second supermarket is necessary it should be on the opposite side of

Dawlish
6. Increased traffic and delivery vehicles using small roads to north of Dawlish

and through Starcross
7. Increased traffic on A.379 in vicinity of site leading to increased congestion,

inconvenience and danger
8. Noise and light from delivery traffic and car park will cause nuisance to

nearby residential properties
9. Contrary to Holiday Development Area policy without any overriding

justification
10.Compensatory holiday accommodation would be contrary to policies of

adopted development plan
11. Loss of holiday accommodation and country character will deter tourists
12.Site is too close to holiday accommodation and will deter tourists
13.Adverse impact on appearance of Coastal Preservation Area and Area of

Great Landscape Value with no overriding justification
14.Adverse impact on wildlife and loss of trees
15. Increased pollution in and around Dawlish
16. No provision for a petrol filling station
17. Lack of meaningful public consultation
18. Supermarkets are harmful to society
19. Increased litter
20. Noise and disturbance during construction works

2 letters of comment received raising the follOWing issues:-
1. A significant Section 106 financial contribution towards improved pedestrian

and cycling facilities in the area should be sought
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2. Meets sequential test better than Sainsbury's site, is closer to existing bus
route, is equally acceptable in highway safety and landscape terms and will
not result in loss of holiday accommodation if Seaway site is approved

6. TOWN AND PARISH COUNCILS' COMMENTS

Dawlish Town Council - RESOLVED by the majority of Members present and voting
that this Council recommends refusal of this application for the following reasons

1. No proof of need
2. Situated in an area designated as Coastal Preservation Area
3. Application is premature
4. Development in area for tourism
5. Not designated land for retail use
6. Highways issues

Starcross Parish Council - At their recent meeting Stareross Parish Council
discussed the above application and, although this falls outside of their Parish
boundary, they felt that they should write to register their objection to this
application. It was felt that DawHsh does not need two supermarkets and, as a
development by another supermarket has already been put forward, this was not
required. There was deep concern for the future of Dawlish Town Centre and for
the few shops in Starcross. There is a major housing development planned for this
side of Dawlish and this will increase traffic along the A.379 which is already
overstretched. It was felt that having two supermarkets on this side of Dawlish
would increase the traffic even further.

WARD MEMBERS: Councillors Hockin, Mugford and Price, Dawlish Central and North
East

/
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APPENDIX 7

Development Control Committee report of 3rd August 2009 in respect of
proposed holiday development south of Week Lane at Lady's Mile

Holiday Park (Application 08/02952/MAJ)
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE
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DATE:

REPORT OF:

ITEM:

APPLICATION FOR
CONSIDERATION:

APPLICANT:

3 August 2009

Service Lead - Planning

08/029521MAJ - Use of land for the siting of touring
caravans, tents and timber clad holiday lodges (twin
unit caravans), alteration and improvement of means
of access within site and alterations to existing access
from Week Lane at Lady's Mile Farm, Exeter Road,
Dawllsh

Mr & Mrs A J Jeffery

1. RECOMMENDATION

SUbject to completion of a Section 106 Agreement to secure:-
1. A financial contribution of £41,244.50 towards mitigation of impact on Dawlish
Warren SAC and Exe Estuary SPA
2. Distribution of a questionnaire to all Lady's Mile holiday park visitors to be
completed and returned at the end of their stay
3. A financial contribution of £20,250 towards downstream watercourse
improvements,
PERMISSION BE GRANTED subject to the following conditions:-
1. Details of landscaping, including earthworks and surfacing of internal access

road, to be submitted for approval
2. Details of surface water drainage to be submitted for approval
3. Details of toilet/shower block to be submitted for approval
4. Details of lodges (design, number and layout) to be submitted for approval
5. Removal of existing tOilet/shower block
6. Improvements to visibility at Week Lane/Exeter Road junction to be

completed in accordance with details to be agreed
7. Completion of Week Lane access improvements and maintenance of

visibility splays
8. Static and touring/tent uses to be limited to the areas shown on approved

plans
9. Lodges, caravans and tents to be used only for holiday purposes
10. No lodge or caravan to be occupied for more than 6 months in any year by

any individual occupant or family
11. Register of occupants of lodges to be maintained for inspection
12. Touring caravan and tent use only between May and September
13. Compliance with mitigation measures in Ecological Assessment
14. No lighting to be installed on site unless agreed

/
APPENDIX 7
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2. DESCRIPTION

This application was first reported to Committee on 29 September 2008. It was
resolved that, sUbject to completion of an Appropriate Assessment and agreement
on mitigating measures to offset any identified adverse impact, the Service Lead 
Planning, Design & Property be authorised to grant planning permission SUbject to
conditions.

The Site

The site comprises of two fields to the south of Week Lane totalling approximately
3.5 hectares (8.6 acres) in area. The land slopes up from west to east. To the
west of the site, on the opposite side of a track that links Warren Road with Week
Lane, lies Lady's Mile Holiday Park, which is in the same ownership as the
application site. To the north, on the opposite side of Week Lane, there is another
holiday park, Golden Sands. To the south and east of the site is an open grass
field that borders Warren Road. This field IS separated from the application site by
mature hedgerows and is also in the ownership of the Applicant. The application
site is generally undeveloped grassland but there is a modern concrete block barn
of about 420 square metres (4520 square feet) in the south western corner and a
pre-fabricated toilet/shower block on the eastern boundary of the lower field.

The site is designated as Countryside, Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV) and
Coastal Preservation Area (CPA) in the Teignbridge Local Plan (TLP) and the
Teignbridge Local Plan First Review. However, in the Local Development
Framework Core Strategy it was proposed that the application site should be
excluded from both the AGLV and CPA. Nevertheless, as the site is within the CPA
as far as the adopted Development Plan is concerned, this proposal represents a
Departure and has been advertised as such.

Planning History

The application site, together with the field to the south and east, has an unusual
planning history. In April 1999 planning permission was granted for the use of the
overall site for siting of touring caravans and tents. It was the Council's intention to
grant a temporary consent for the period of the solar eclipse: however it was held
that the permission that was granted was a permanent one. In April 2004 the
Council made a Discontinuance Order requiring the use for touring caravans and
tents to cease. A public inquiry was held in 2005 and the Inspector recommended
that the Order should be confirmed. This recommendation was accepted by the
Secretary of State and the Applicants complied with the requirement to cease the
use by 26 August 2005.

The Inspector's report on the Discontinuance Order is clearly a material planning
consideration in the determination of this application, although that report was
based on a larger site than the current application and was written before the
Council undertook a Landscape Character Assessment that informed the Core
Strategy proposal to remove the application site from the AGLV and CPA.
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The proposals

The appllcation proposes the use of the land for the siting of touring caravans and
tents and timber-clad holiday lodges as an extension to Lady's Mile Holiday Park.
The proposal was submitted in conjunction with an application for a supermarket on
part of the eXisting holiday park, which would have resulted in the loss of 45 touring
caravan/tent pitches and 34 static holiday caravans. That application (ref.
08/02506/MAJ) was refused by Committee on 29 September 2008. An appeal has
been lodged against that decision, but the appeal is currently in abeyance pending
the outcome of a High Court challenge to the Council's decision to approve a
supermarket at Shutterton.

The application also includes improvements to the existing access to Lady's Mile
Holiday Park off Week Road and a new internal access road linking the application
site to the existing holiday park. The application is accompanied by a Landscaping
Supporting Statement, an Ecological Assessment and a Transport Statement.

The application includes a plan showing an illustrative layout of the proposed
holiday accommodation. The layout shows 45 holiday lodges located in the lower
field to the west. It is made clear that the lodges would fall within the definition of
caravans and therefore represent a use of land rather than a building operation.
Nevertheless the Applicants invite the Council to control the number and layout of
the lodges by condition. The Applicants indicate the standard of accommodation to
be provided by the lodges would be such that they would be suitable for all year
round occupation by holidaymakers.

The upper field would be used for touring caravans and tents. Due to the sloping
nature of the site some earthworks would be necessary to create level pitches. It is
anticipated that a minimum of 60 pitches would be provided. The Applicants invite
the Council to maintain control over the earthworks and landscaping by condition.
They also indicate that a condition limiting this element of the development to the
period from 15 May to 30 September each year would be acceptable. A facilities
building for the proVision of toilets, showers, laundry, etc., is proposed in the south
east corner of the upper field. Full details of this building have not been submitted,
but it is suggested that timber-boarded walls and a slate roof would be appropriate.
The Applicants invite the Council to control the design of the bUilding by way of a
planning condition.

The access proposals involve an improvement to the existing entrance to the
established holiday park off Week Lane. This involves repositionlng the existing
access approximately 6 metres (19 feet 8 inches) to the west, away from the large
building on the road frontage, to improve visibility. The internal access road would
be re-aligned to take account of the amended access position and to take the road
further away from the buildings and the outdoor swimming pool. The internal
access road would be extended eastwards to link with the existing private lane that
runs between the eXisting holiday park and the application site. The private lane
would be improved to allow the internal access road to run along it before entering
the application site in the south east corner. There would be no direct access from
the application site to Week Lane.
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Tourism

Policy HD1 of the TLP states that the Council will support the tourist industry and
Policy HD2 states that measures to lengthen the holiday season will be
encouraged. The site does not lie within the Dawlish Warren Holiday Development
Area as defined by the TLP, although it does border it to the north and west. Policy
HD4 sets the criteria against which new touring caravan/camping sites or extension
of existing sites will be judged; the policy sets different criteria depending on
whether existing provision is adequate or inadequate. More recently, Devon
Structure Plan (DSP) Policy T01 provides that within coastal resorts Local Plans
should consider the need for additional tourist accommodation on a scale
compatible with existing development which would not adversely impact on the
environment. Policy T04 states that touring parks will not be provided in CPAs but
may be acceptable elsewhere if there is a proven need for increased capacity.

It is considered that the proposed extension of Lady's Mile Holiday Park on the site
is on a scale compatible with surrounding development. The proposal would also
comply with the thrust of Policies HD1 andHD2 of the TLP. In terms of need the
Council's annual survey of capacity and occupancy of holiday accommodation in
Teignbridge shows that there has been 100% occupancy of the touring pitches at
Lady's Mile in both 2006 and 2007 and 86% in 2008. This is clear evidence of a
proven need for increased capacity on this particular holiday park. Looking more
generally at the occupancy of touring facilities in Dawlish Warren over these two
years the figures are 88% in 2006, 84% in 2007 and 76% in 2008. Again this
demonstrates that there is a generally high demand for touring pitches in the
locality.

Therefore subject to the development being acceptable in landscape, highways and
ecological terms it is considered that the principle of the development is acceptable.

Landscape

The site lies within the Exe Farmland subzone of the Redlands Landscape
Character Area defined within the Teignbridge Landscape Assessment (2001).
Whilst the site displays some characteristics of the AGLV landscape, it has been
influenced by nearby holiday development which has weakened its rural character
and quality. The site boundaries comprise hedgebanks with some mature trees
with the private lane bounded by hedgerows on each side to the west boundary. All
boundaries would be retained with the exception of two sections of hedge at the
north and south ends of the private lane and approximately ten trees in total to
allow for the access track from the existing caravan park to the new site. The trees
are identified as category C in the tree survey and not of individual importance. A
new section of bank and tree planting is proposed at the south end of the green
lane where the access track enters the site and a hedgerow where it continues
along the south boundary of the lower field. The development is set back from
existing boundary trees to allow their long term retention as indicated on the tree
protection plan. The access track along the green lane would be constructed
above existing ground level to avoid damage to roots and minimise further
compaction.

L;
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The site benefits from a substantial degree of visual enclosure, particularly in the
lower field, due to the eXisting boundaries which are largely to be retained. It IS well
screened from houses to the north along Week LaneIWarren Road and the Golden
Sands Holiday Park. There are limited views towards the site from Shutterton Lane
to the north and Warren Road to the south through gaps in hedgerows and the site
would be largely screened from view by the boundary vegetation, although there
would potentially be some glimpses in winter. The upper field in particular and, to a
lesser extent, the upper part of the lower field is visible in views from the housing
area to the west of Exeter Road and from high ground to the north of Dawlish and
more distant areas towards the Haldon Ridge to the wesVnorth west. The visually
enclosed nature of the site, particularly of the lower field, means that visual impact
would be limited and the development would not significantly detract from the
character and quality of the landscape, although some revisions to the illustrative
layout could further reduce any impact. This could be achieved via a planning
condition.

Notwithstanding the CPA designation, the site is not generally visible from cliff top,
beach, sea or estuary, with the exception of glimpsed views of the north west corner
through vegetation. The boundary trees and hedges on the higher ground may be
glimpsed from the coast and it is important that these are maintained and managed.
With the possible exception of boundary trees, the site does not form part of the
view from significant lengths of an access road, public footpath or bridleway leading
to the coast or from the long distance coastal path. Although the site is largely
undeveloped the coastal visibility is extremely limited and it is not considered that
the development would detract from the unspoilt character and appearance of the
undeveloped coast.

It is therefore considered that the development is acceptable in terms of its impact
on the landscape.

Highways

The application is supported by a Transport Statement that examines the existing
traffic flows, proposed traffic flows (with and without the proposed retail
development) and pedestrian, public transport and cycling infrastructure. The
Statement concludes that if the retail development were to proceed there would be
no significant net increase in traffic using the Week Lane access. Even without the
proposed retail development it is concluded that general traffic resulting from the
additional holidaymakers would increase by no more than 5-10%.

The Highway Authority has raised no objections to the proposal in terms of highway
capacity to accommodate the additional traffic. However concern has been raised
about the visibility at the junction of Exeter Road and Week Lane, which is currently
restricted by roadside shrubs and site signage. The Applicants have indicated a
willingness to accept a condition to relocate the sign outside the required visibility
splay and trim the shrubs. SUbject to such a condition and further conditions
securing completion of the access improvements and maintenance of visibility
splays it is considered that the proposal is acceptable in highway terms.
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Ecology

The site is relatively close to the Exe Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA) and
the Dawlish Warren Special Area of Conservation (SAC). If this application was to
replace existing holiday provision lost to the proposed retail development, it would
be unlikely to generate significant additional recreational use of the SPA and SAC.
Under these circumstances it is unlikely that there would be a significant impact on
these European wildlife sites, so an Appropriate Assessment (under Section 48
Habitats Regulations, 1994) would not be required.

However the retail proposal was refused. Under these circumstances approval of
this application would result in the provision of an additional 105 units of holiday
accommodation in close proximity to the Exe Estuary SPA and the Dawlish Warren
SAC. This scale of additional holiday accommodation requires an Appropriate
Assessment under the Habitats Regulations. An Appropriate Assessment has now
been carried out and has been endorsed by Natural England. In the Assessment
the impact resulting from the proposed new holiday development is considered in
combination with the impact of planned new housing development within the
District. The impact on the SPA and SAC would be through increased recreation
pressure, both from land and water-based activities. Evidence of the current impact
of recreation on these sites and future predictions for changes in recreational
pressure locally is examined, and gaps in the available evidence are identified. The
Screening conclusion is that there is a risk of a likely significant effect on the
integrity of the European sites resulting from the proposed development in
combination with other developments. The Appropriate Assessment concludes that
it would be permissible for the development to proceed if sufficient mitigation and
compensation measures are provided to counteract the effects on the European
sites. The mitigation and compensation should take the form of a financial
contribution of £41,244.50 to recreational access management, alternative site
provision, monitoring and other measures. The Assessment also requires the
Applicants to gather data about tourist visits to the European sites. This data will
contribute to baseline evidence and ongoing monitoring. It will be gathered via a
questionnaire distributed to all holiday park visitors, on an ongoing basis. The
Applicants have agreed to enter into a Section 106 Agreement to secure the
financial contribution and distribution of questionnaires.

The wildlife value of the site itself is mostly confined to the hedges and the
Ecological Assessment submitted with the application states that all the hedges will
be retained except for two new access points. This should be adequately
compensated in the long-term by new planting on the site. The Ecological
Assessment also proposes various measures for the safeguarding of protected
species, e.g. watching brief for badgers, limiting light pollution, clearing of
vegetation in autumn/winter, and landscape planting to be of native species of local
provenance. Subject to conditions being attached requiring compliance with the
mitigation and compensation measures stated in the Ecological Assessment and to
prevent lighting being installed on site, there are no ecological objections to this
proposal.
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4.

Drainage

Design Services have requested a financial contribution of £450 per timber holiday
lodge towards off-site downstream watercourse improvements in view of known
downstream flooding problems. The Applicants have agreed to enter into a Section
106 Agreement to secure this contribution. They have also indicated a Willingness
to accept a condition requiring approval of the proposed means of surface water
drainage. They accept that under such a condition future surface water run-off
should not exceed existing greenfield rates. The Applicants are also willing to
address the existing problem of surface water run-off from the private lane onto
Week Lane. This would be increased by the improvement of the lane to provide the
internal access road and the Applicant would be prepared to intercept all surface
water flows from this lane and contain it on-site.

Conclusions

It is considered that the proposal is acceptable in principle and that there will be no
significantly harmful impacts on the landscape or highway safety. An Appropriate
Assessment has been carried out to measure the impact of the development on the
nearby SAC and SPA and the Applicants are Willing to provide the mitigation
identified as being necessary. It is therefore considered that permission should be
granted.

POLICY DOCUMENTS

Devon Structure Plan 2001 to 2016 - Policies ST1, ST4, ST5, ST15, ST21, C01,
C04, COS, C06, C09, C010, C013, TR10, T01 and T04

Teignbridge Local Plan - Policies ENV1, ENV2, ENV3, ENV4, HD1, HD2, HD4,
HD9, ca, C10 and C17

Regional Planning Guidance 10

Draft Regional Spatial Strategy

Planning Policy Statements 1, 7, 9 and 25

Planning Policy Guidance 13,20 and Good Practice Guide on Planning for Tourism

CONSULTEES

Environmental Health - No objections

Design Services - Financial contribution of £450 per holiday lodge required towards
off-site downstream watercourse improvements. There is currently a surface water
drainage problem on the adjacent site therefore any planning consent should be
conditional on details of surface water drainage being submitted for approval

Highway Authority - No objections in principle, but condition required to ensure
improved visibility at junction of Week Lane and Exeter Road by relocation of site
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5.

6.

advertisement and cutting back of shrubs, Further conditions required to ensure
that access improvements are completed, visibility splays maintained and suitable
surfacing and drainage of the access road is achieved

RSPB - Increase in tourists in area may lead to an increase in recreational
pressure on the Exe Estuary SPA and Dawlish Warren SAC. Permission should
not be granted unless an Appropriate Assessment has been carried out and
mitigating measures agreed. Though we have no information to suggest that cirl
buntings use the application site itself, we are aware from the most recent national
survey in 2003 of a breeding territory about 500 metres (550 yards) to the south
east and another less than 1 km (0.6 miles) to the west. We also have more recent
records of cirl buntings to the east around the Secmaton Lane area. The RSPB's
concern is to ensure that, should this application be granted permission, it does not
result in a net loss of habitat suitable for the species and does not involve removal
of any potential breeding habitat during the nesting season. Conditions should be
imposed to prevent site clearance in breeding season and to ensure hedgerow
retention and suitable landscaping.

Natural England - I find nothing wrong with the assessments for Lady's Mile tourist
development. Following from the conclusions in the RSS and with the lack of an
up-to-date strategic plan for Teignbridge District the Planning Authority has to
ensure that there is no adverse impact on European Designated sites prior to giving
each planning permission. With the lack of evidence a precautionary approach
needs to be taken. Care also needs to be taken to ensure that compensation is
linked to the removal of adverse impacts.

REPRESENTATIONS

Nine letters of objection received raising the following issues:-
1. Adverse visual impact on open countryside in an AGLV and CPA contrary to

adopted development plan policies without any overriding justification
2. Contrary to overall strategy to constrain tourist development in the coastal

zone in favour of inland opportunities
3. Approval would be inconsistent with previous planning decisions
4. Could interrupt pUblic rights of way along the track from Week Lane to

Warren Road
5. Unnecessary development in view of refusal of Tesco application
6. Existing holiday provision is adequate, no identified need for additional

facilities to justify a departure from the development plan
7. Approval prior to an Appropriate Assessment would be unlawful
8. Inspector at previous Discontinuance Order appeal concluded that touring

caravans and tents on the total site would be harmful to the landscape
9. Loss of hedgerows and wildlife
10. Infrastructure can not cope with additional holidaymakers

TOWN COUNCIL'S COMMENTS

RESOLVED unanimously by Members present and voting that this Council
recommends refusal for the following reasons:-
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1. Part of the development is in the Coastal Preservation Area and Area of Great
Landscape Value
2. The application does not identify the need to extend the tourist area of the site

WARD MEMBERS: Councillors Hockin, Mugford and Price, Dawlish Central and North
East
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APPENDIX 8

Development Control Committee report of 11th April 2011 in respect of
proposed holiday development adjoining Warren Road at Lady's Mile

Holiday Park (Application 10/02648/MAJ)



DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN: CUr Howard Milton PORTFOLIO HOLDER: CUr Mike Haines

~~, -.'

DATE:

REPORT OF:

ITEM:

APPLICATION FOR
CONSIDERATION:

APPLICANT:

11 April 2011

Service Manager - Development Management

3

10/02648/MAJ - Use of land for siting of touring
caravans and tents and for recreation purposes and
the construction of an internal access road at Lady's
Mile, Exeter Road, Dawlish

Mr & Mrs Jeffrey

1. REASON FOR REPORT

The proposal is a Departure from the Development Plan

""'""

2. RECOMMENDATION

Subject to the Applicant entering into a Section 106 Agreement to secure:-
1. A financial contribution of £12,272 towards public transport improvements
2. A financial contribution towards mitigation of impact on Dawlish Warren

SAC and Exe Estuary SPA
3. Distribution of a questionnaire to all Lady's Mile holiday park visitors to be

completed and returned at the end of their stay,
PERMISSION BE GRANTED sUbject to the following conditions:-
1. Scheme of landscaping to be submitted for approval and thereafter implemented
and maintained
2. Landscape management plan to be submitted for approval to include the
retention of all boundary hedges and trees
3. Extent and surfacing of roads to be agreed
4. Surface water drainage to be directed towards Warren Road
5. No caravans or tents to be sited on the land until improvements to visibility at the
Week Lane/Exeter Road junction have been agreed and implemented
6. No caravans or tents to be sited on the land until improvements to the access to
Lady's Mile off Week Lane have been completed in accordance with plans
approved under ref 08/02952/MAJ
7. Area to be used for siting of caravans and tents to be limited to Area B on
Drawing numbered LM/10/04
8. Use for siting of caravans and tents only to take place between 15 May and 30
September
9. No caravans or tents to be occupied for any purposes other than as holiday
accommodation
10. No external lighting unless in accordance with details that have first been
agreed in writing

,
,
,
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11. Permission to exclude tennis court shown on Drawing LM/10/02

3. DESCRIPTION

The Site

The application site comprises a field of approximately 3.6 hectares in area at
Dawlish Warren. The field is roughly L-shaped and borders Warren Road along its
southern and eastern boundaries. The western boundary of the site abuts a track
that connects Warren Road to Week Lane. Beyond this track is the existing Lady's
Mile Holiday Park. The most northerly part of the application site has a boundary
with Week Lane. The site borders another field to the north and west, which is in
the same ownership. That field has planning permission for the siting of touring
caravans, tents and timber-clad holiday lodges as an extension to Lady's Mile
Holiday Park, which was granted under reference 08/02952/MAJ on 9 December
2009. The application site slopes down generally from north to south and also from
east to west and is screened by trees and hedges on all of its boundaries. There
are no hedgerow boundaries within the site.

Planning History

The application site, together with the field to the north and west, has an unusual
planning history. In April 1999 planning permission was granted for the use of the
overall site for the siting of touring caravans and tents. It was the Council's
intention to grant a temporary consent for the period of the solar eclipse: however it
was held that the permission that was granted was a permanent one. In April 2004
the Council made a Discontinuance Order requiring the use for touring caravans
and tents to cease. A pUblic inquiry was held in 2005 and the Inspector
recommended that the Order should be confirmed. In his reasoning the Inspector
cited policy and landscape objections to the continued use of the land for the siting
of caravans and tents. His recommendation was accepted by the Secretary of
State and the Applicants complied with the requirement to cease the use by 26
August 2005.

The Inspector's report on the Discontinuance Order is clearly a material planning
consideration in the determination of this application. However, since that report
was written, the Council has undertaken a Landscape Character Assessment to
inform the preparation of the 2006 Core Strategy. As a result of this Assessment
the Council proposed, through the Core Strategy, to remove the Area of Great
Landscape Value designation from the whole site and to remove the Coastal
PreseNation Area designation from the field to the north and west. On 9 December
2009 planning permission was granted to use the field to the north and west for the
siting of touring caravans, tents and timber-clad holiday lodges as an extension to
Lady's Mile Holiday Park.

The Proposals

The application site comprises the entire 3.6 hectares field, but it is only proposed
to use approximately 1.7 hectares for the siting of touring caravans and tents. The
remainder of the site would be used for casual recreation purposes by
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holidaymakers. The submitted plans also show a tennis court within the site, which
was the subject of a separate planning application. This application was withdrawn
following concerns about the extent of the necessary excavation works and the
consequent impact on the landscape. The tennis court does not therefore comprise
part of this application, but for clarity a condition is recommended to confirm this. A
further planning application for the same site, but using a smaller area for touring
caravans and tents (reference 10/02469/MAJ), has also been withdrawn.

Within the area to be used for touring caravans and tents it is proposed to provide
high quality pitches at a density of about 50 pitches per hectare. This compares
with the much higher density of existing pitches on the existing Lady's Mile site,
which are at approximately 70 per hectare. The illustrative layout submitted shows
the provision of 87 pitches. The use for caravans and tents would be seasonal
from mid-May to the end of September. No buildings are proposed within the
application site. Toilets, showers and laundry facilities for users of the site would
be provided in the facilities building approved as part of the permission on the field
to the north and west.

An area of dense landscaping is proposed on the northern side of the site adjacent
to Week Lane.

Vehicular access to the proposed caravan and tent pitches would be provided by
an extension of the internal road system serving the proposed development on the
adjacent field which was permitted under reference 08/02952/MAJ. The existing
field access to Warren Road at the south west corner of the site would only be used
as a secondary or emergency access and as a pedestrian and cycle link to Warren
Road. The existing field access at the junction of Week Lane and Warren Road
would be closed but a footpath and cycle link would be provided in this area to
allow easy access to Dawlish Warren.

Policy Context

The site is designated as Countryside, Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV) and
Coastal Preservation Area (CPA) in the Teignbridge Local Plan (TLP). Policy COS
of the Devon Structure Plan 2001-2016 (DSP) states that within the CPA
development, other than that of a minor nature, will not be provided for other than in
circumstances that would not apply to the application. Policy T04 of the OSP
states that touring parks will not be provided for in CPAs. The proposals do not
accord with these policies so approval of the application would represent a
departure from the Development Plan and the application has been advertised as
such.

Policy H01 of the TLP provides general support for the tourist industry, Policy H08
supports proposals within the main resorts for the improvement of existing tourist
facilities and Policy HD9 provides support for the primary holiday function of
Oawlish Warren through the improvement and development of new facilities and
the retention of existing holiday facilities.

The TLP and OSP both contain policies that seek to protect the landscape qualities
of AGLVs and CPAs.
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More recent national advice on planning for tourism is contained in Planning Policy
Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth (PPS4). Policy EC7 of
PPS4 says local planning authorities should support sustainable rural tourism
developments that benefit rural businesses, communities and visitors without
harming the character of the countryside. In particular the provision and expansion
of tourist facilities in appropriate locations where identified needs are not met
should be supported, but carefully balanced against the need to protect
landscapes. Extensions to eXisting tourist accommodation should be supported
where the scale of extension is appropriate to its location and where the extension
may help to ensure the future viability of the business. Whilst stating the need to
ensure that tourist development is not prominent in the landscape Policy EC7 does
recognise that even in areas statutorily designated for their natural or cultural
heritage qualities there will be scope for tourist developments provided sufficient
control is exercised to ensure the particular qualities that resulted in designation are
conserved.

Tourism

Policy HD1 of the TLP states that the Council will support the tourist industry.
Policy HD4 sets the criteria against which new touring caravan/camping sites or
extension of existing sites will be jUdged: the policy sets different criteria depending
on whether existing provision is adequate or inadequate. More recently, DSP
Policy T01 provides that within coastal resorts Local Plans should consider the
need for additional tourist accommodation on a scale compatible with existing
development which would not adversely impact on the environment. Policy T04
states that touring parks will not be provided in CPAs but may be acceptable
elsewhere if there is a proven need for increased capacity. More recent national
advice in PPS4 is summarised earlier in this report.

It is considered that the proposed extension of Lady's Mile Holiday Park on the site
is on a scale compatible with surrounding development. The proposal would also
comply with the thrust of Policies HD1, HD8 and HD9 of the TLP. In terms of need
the Council's annual survey of capacity and occupancy of holiday accommodation
in Teignbridge shows that there has been 100% occupancy of the touring pitches at
Lady's Mile in both 2006 and 2007, 86% in 2008 and 100% again in 2009. This is
clear evidence of a proven need for increased capacity on this particular holiday
park. Looking more generally at the occupancy of touring facilities in the Dawlish
Warren Holiday Development Area over these years the figures are 67.7% in 2006,
84.9% in 2007, 77.2% in 2008 and 82.2% in 2009. Again this demonstrates that
there is a generally high demand for touring pitches in the locality.

Therefore SUbject to the development being acceptable in landscape, highways and
ecological terms it is considered that the principle of the development is acceptable.

Landscape

The site lies within an AGLV and CPA as defined in the TLP. It lies within the Exe
Estuary & Farmlands Landscape Character Area as defined in the Teignbridge
District Landscape Character Assessment 2009. The site lies on a gently sloping
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hilltop plateau at approximately 35 metres AGO. Despite the elevated location the
site is of limited visibility in the wider landscape due to substantial hedgerows and
trees around all the site boundaries. There is some visibility from high ground in
Dawlish to the west, mainly of the south west portion of the site. The boundary
hedgerows and trees are visible in views from the west, to the north around
Langdon Hospital and St Mary's Cottages and from the adjacent roads and coastal
area. These features are important to the quality and character of the area. The
application is accompanied by a Tree Report that demonstrates that all trees can be
retained within the development.

The proposals would retain the existing hedgerows and trees with minimal loss by
using existing access points and provides opportunities for conservation and
enhancement of landscape character through additional native species planting to
break up lines of pitches and reinforce boundaries. The only permanent
development proposed comprises roads through the site as the caravans and tents
are seasonal.

There would be some loss of landscape quality and erosion of character as a result
of the development, given that the land is currently open grassland. There is some
scope for reduction in the amount of land covered by roads and a suitable surface
material could be secured through a planning condition. The tennis court proposal,
which would have involved intrusive earthworks, has been withdrawn. Proposals
for landscape enhancements with native species hedgerows and trees could be
secured by condition, along with a landscape management plan for the whole site
and the retention of the boundary hedgerows and trees given their importance to
the site and surroundings. With these safeguards there should not be a significant
adverse impact on the AGLV or the unspoilt character and appearance of the CPA.

Highways

Access to the site would be gained via an extension of the internal road system
serving the approved development on the field to the north and west. Access to the
public highway would therefore be gained through the existing holiday park via the
main entrance off Week Lane. The application is supported by a Transport
Statement that examines the existing and proposed traffic flows and pedestrian,
public transport and cycling infrastructure. The Statement concludes that the
implementation of the existing planning permission and the development now
proposed would increase vehicle numbers using the site access by about 12%.
Further work has also been carried out to model the impact on the junction of Week
Lane and Exeter Road. The results of the analysis indicate that the junction will be
below 60% capacity in the worst case.

The Highway Authority has raised no objections to the proposal in terms of highway
capacity to accommodate the additional traffic. However under the previous
application for the permission on the adjacent field concern was raised about the
visibility at the junction of Exeter Road and Week Lane, which is currently restricted
by roadside shrubs and site signage. A condition was imposed to secure
improvements to visibility to this junction. This condition needs to be imposed again
as the work has not yet been carried out. It is also necessary to impose a condition
to secure completion of the site access improvements approved under the previous



permiSSion. Finally, the Applicants have agreed to the Highway Authority's request
for a financial contribution towards public transport improvements, which should be
secured via a Section 106 Agreement.

Ecology

The site is currently an area of amenity grassland, which would not be expected to
have significant value for biodiversity. The site is within an identified over-wintering
zone for nationally rare and legally protected cirl buntings. It is not anticipated that
there would be significant impacts on cirl bunting over-wintering habitat, providing
existing hedges are retained. There would be potential to include hedge creation
and planting schemes suitable for cirl buntings, and other wildlife, as part of the
landscaping plans. Existing hedges would be of importance for biodiversity and
may be used as flyways by legally protected bats. Any lighting should therefore be
of a low impact bat-friendly type. The only hedge removal proposed would be to
create the pedestrian access to Warren Road in the north east corner of the site.
This could be compensated by suitable hedge planting elsewhere on the site so that
there would be no net loss of biodiversity. This can be secured by a suitable
landscaping condition.

The site is relatively close to the Exe Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA) and the
Dawlish Warren Special Area of Conservation (SAC). Approval of this application
would result in the provision of approximately 87 units of holiday accommodation in
close proximity to the Exe Estuary SPA and the Dawlish Warren SAC. The
additional recreational use of the SPA and SAC resulting from this scale of
additional holiday accommodation requires an Appropriate Assessment under the
Habitats Regulations. An Appropriate Assessment was carried out for the previous
planning application on the field to the north and west and was endorsed by Natural
England. In the Assessment the impact resulting from the proposed new holiday
development was considered in combination with the impact of planned new
housing development within the District. The impact on the SPA and SAC would be
through increased recreation pressure, both from land and water-based activities.
Evidence of the current impact of recreation on these sites and future predictions for
changes in recreational pressure locally was examined, and gaps in the available
evidence identified. The screening conclusion was that there was a risk of a likely
significant effect on the integrity of the European sites resulting from the proposed
development in combination with other developments. The Appropriate
Assessment concluded that it would be permissible for the development to proceed
if sufficient mitigation and compensation measures were provided to counteract the
effects on the European sites. The mitigation and compensation took the form of a
financial contribution of £41,244.50 towards recreational access management,
alternative site provision, monitoring and other measures. The Assessment also
required the Applicants to gather data about tourist visits to the European sites.
This data will contribute to baseline evidence and ongoing monitoring. It will be
gathered via a questionnaire distributed to all holiday park visitors, on an ongoing
basis. The financial contribution and distribution of questionnaires was secured by
a Section 106 Agreement.

The Council has carried out a further Appropriate Assessment of the current
application and concluded that, as with the previous application on the adjacent
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site, that there is a risk of a likely significant effect on the integrity of the European
sites resulting from the proposed development in combination with other
developments. The Appropriate Assessment has again concluded that it would be
permissible for the development to proceed if sufficient mitigation and
compensation measures are provided to counteract the effects on the European
sites. As part of the further Appropriate Assessment the questionnaires received
from Lady's Mile have been analysed and indicate that the number of visits to the
SPA and SAC by Lady's Mile holidaymakers is higher than was assumed when
calculating the financial contribution for the earlier planning permission. The level of
contribution per pitch will therefore be higher than was the case for the previous
permission. At the time of writing this report the exact sum was still being
calculated. The Applicant has indicated a willingness, in principle, to make a
financial contribution, but as the exact sum has not been calculated this matter has
not yet been resolved. It is hoped that this issue will be resolved before the
Committee Meeting.

Drainage

Design and Property Services (Drainage) have stated that, providing the existing
site levels are not altered and all impermeable areas including soakaways and
overland flows drain towards Exeter Road and not to the Shutterton Brook, a
financial contribution towards downstream watercourses is not required. A
condition is recommended to ensure that the drainage arrangements do not place
any greater burden on the Shutterton Brook, which is prone to flooding.

Conclusions

The proposals would be contrary to Development Plan policies that seek to protect
the unspoilt landscape character of CPAs and which dictate that new touring
caravan sites should be located outside CPAs. However the proposals accord with
other Development Pan policies, which encourage tourism development, and with
more recent national advice contained in PPS4. It is considered that the identified
need for additional accommodation at this popular holiday park, coupled with the
lack of harm in landscape, highways and ecological terms, represent material
considerations that would justify a departure from adopted Development Plan
policies.

4. POLICY DOCUMENTS

Devon Structure Plan 2001 - 2016 - Policies ST1, ST4, ST5, ST15, ST21, C01,
C04, C05, C06, C09, C010, C013, TR2, TR5, TR9, TR10, T01, T03 and T04

Teignbridge Local Plan - Policies ENV1, ENV3, ENV4, T6, T23, HD1, HD4, HOg,
ca, C10, C15, C16 and C17

Planning Policy Statements 1,4, 7, 9 and 25

Planning Policy Guidance 13, 20 and 24

/
I



5. CONSULTEES

Highway Authority - No objections. If approved a financial contribution of £12,272
is requested towards public transport improvements.

Natural England - Development will have a "likely significant effect" on Dawlish
Warren SAC. An Appropriate Assessment is therefore required. NE is happy to
advise on an AA, a template already exists in the 2009 Assessment carried out for
the previous permission.

RSPS - Appropriate Assessment of impact on Exe Estuary SPA and Dawlish
Warren SAC is necessary. Conclusions are likely to be the same as that for
previous application. On-site open space and tennis court are unlikely to be
significant mitigation for impact on SPA and SAC so a financial contribution and
questionnaire distribution should be required as on previous approval. Conditions
recommended to ensure that impact on cirl bunting habitat is maintained or
improved.

Contaminated Land Officer - The contamination assessment on this application
indicates that there is no significant risk. I have no objection to the proposal.

Design and Property Services (Drainage) - Standard advice on foul and surface
water drainage. Providing the existing site levels are not altered and all
impermeable areas including soakaways and overland flows drain towards Exeter
Road and not to the Shutterton brook then a contribution towards downstream
watercourses is not required.

Environment and Safety Services - No objections

6. REPRESENTATIONS

To date three letters of objection have been received raising the following issues:-1.
1. Inspector dismissed the appeal against the Discontinuance Order for a similar
use
2. Increased noise and disturbance to occupiers of nearby residential properties
3. Landscape buffers are insufficient in depth
4. Could lead to more intensive use of the site in the future
5. No need for additional holiday accommodation in the area
6. Permission was only originally granted for two weeks due to the eclipse

7. TOWN COUNCIL'S COMMENTS

Recommends refusal of this application on the grounds that this land is in an area
of Great Landscape Value and within the Coastal Preservation Area and need has
not been established as previous permissions granted have not been fulfilled.

WARD MEMBERS:- Councillors Hockin, Mugford and Price, Dawlish Central and North
East
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APPENDIX 9

Drawing LM/ll/0l illustrating approved holiday development adjoining
Week Lane and Warren Road at Lady's Mile Holiday Park
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PROPOSED EXTENSION TO LADY'S MILE HOUDAY
PARK, DAWLISH
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APPENDIX 10

Plan put forward on behalf of the objectors showing the extent of Policy
EN2 Undeveloped Coast which they would find acceptable to be

applied to part of Lady's Mile Holiday Park
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PLAN SHOWING, EDGED GREEN, THAT PART OF LADY'S MILE
HOLIDAY PARK PROPOSED BY THE OBEJCTORS TO BE SUBJECT TO
POLICY EN2 UNDEVELOPED COAST

SCALE 1:2500
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MR C A FORMAN 

Makasa 

Holcombe Road 

Holcombe 

Dawlish 

Devon EX7 0LG 

 

  

 
17 December 2012 

 

Mr S Thornley 

Service Manager – Spatial Planning & Delivery 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbott TQ12 4XX 

 

Dear Mr Thornley 

 

Consultee ID 68 

Teignbridge Plan/Secretary of State Examination 

 

Please find enclosed my response to your letter dated 2 November 2012 regarding 

The Proposed Development at “Little Leigh”, Holcombe Road, Holcombe EX7 

0LG for 20 Dwellings. 2012/03427/OUT/29. 

 

The six A4 pages concentrate on the practicality of the material movements through 

the village and the question of schooling for young children living on the proposed 

site. 

 

I will also be sending a hardcopy for your records by first class recorded delivery. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

C A FORMAN  FCMI FIDiag.E. 

 

 

 

 

Enc. 

 

 

sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
68/1/DA5/O



To Begin the Critique I would refer to an Article from the Holcombe Newsletter, 

Issue Twenty-Three, October 2012, Page 4, Holcombe Residents Association, 

 

Little Leigh Development. 

 
It clearly states “that the Teignmouth District Council's Planning Officers decided to omit this site 

from the development after reviewing consultation responses” and clearly cites “the impact of the 

proposed development on traffic and infrastructure in the village that has narrow roads and 

substandard junctions”. This has not changed.  It then continues to advise the residents that “this 

decision has been subsequently overturned on the instigation of our local Dawlish Councillors who 

sit on Teignmouth District Council”. 

 

There are then three distinct questions that were asked of the Councillors in a written 

communication from the Holcombe Resident Association and extracting salient points, they are as 

follows:- 

 

1. Why they consider the village infrastructure adequate to accept possibly 30 more “resident 

vehicles”, this is my personal opinion and gives a representative vehicle density of 1.5 

vehicles per individual dwelling, within the confines contrary to the view/decisions of the 

Teignmouth District Council Planners and local residents. After all, the Teignmouth District 

Council Planners are consummate professionals in their own specific fields, whose decisions 

should be taken as sacrisant. 

2. Why have the views of local people been ignored by the Councillors that were duly elected 

by local people to represent their views? Given the responses of local people the ratio of 7:1 

against proceeding should have sent a clear mandate which has been both ignored and 

subsequently revoked. There are other constrictions such as the current inadequacy of the 

sewerage system as per the occasions that it overflowed during the summer onto the main 

road by the Smugglers Lane/Hall Lane junction. 

3. Why are our Councillors keen, to develop the site with the two recognised designations for 

coastal preservation and great landscape value? 

                  ............................................................................................................................ 

 

I would also like to critique Mr Mick Robert's presentation – his reference 

MGR/12/0126A dated October 2012. ( Mr.& Mrs. Edge's Consultant / Advisor. ) 
 

Comments in reply to the Design, Access and Planning Statement – Issued by MGR/12/0126A 

and dated October 2012. 

 

Below are my responses to his numbered Planning Statement points. 

 

2.0  Site and Surrounding Area 

 

2.4 

Is it the intention to leave the present site levels unaltered or is there to be a creation of a uniform 

gradient prior to the commencement of building with the attendant amount of earth moving? 

 

2.10 

With regard to the proximity of the boundary of the proposed development site with the common 

boundary of Leigh House, has due consideration been given to the disruptive effect that the “site 

noise” will have on the patients in occupation. Noise will be generated by motorised disc cutters, 

general construction machinery, vehicular/plant movements, radios, etc, etc. 



 

2.13 

There is indeed speculation within the village that there could be an alternative/additional 

entrance/exit via the “village end” of Channel View Lane, possibly in the vicinity of plots 17, 18 or 

19? 

Reference. Illustrative site layout MGR/012/0126A/03. 

 

3.0  Relevant Planning History 

 

3.2 

Although this development in Fordens Lane was successfully appealed, it cannot be construed as 

being of the same magnitude as the Little Leigh development, as was built by a “small number” of 

building contractors  with possibly 3-4 light commercial  vehicles in the vicinity at any one time. 

Given the ratio of density of the Fordens Lane/Little Leigh developments, where are all of the 

vehicles belonging to the prospective Little Leigh contractors going to be parked? All importantly 

heavy commercial vehicles did not have to negotiate the “Castle Inn junction”.  Both the Hall 

Lane/Holcombe Road junction at the bottom of the hill and the Fordens Lane/Holcombe Road 

junction at the Castle Inn are “substandard” as initially stated by Teignmouth District Council's 

Planning Officers. 

 

3.3 

The three paragraphs within point 3.3 have some interesting connotations of their own, for instance: 

 

“Minor Residential Infilling” - Surely a development of this density cannot be construed as minor! 

 

“Impact on Neighbouring Occupiers Amenities” - The impact during construction would be 

immense as the “site feeder” roads were not designed to be used by 8 wheeler, 32 tonne 

Scania/Volvo/MAN/DAF type of Tipper Trucks, which will rapidly destroy the surface and convey 

large amounts of mud, via their twin rear wheel tyres especially, from the site to the roads that they 

travel upon. Perhaps the “mess” on New Road, Teignmouth has been arbitrarily dismissed but it is 

worthy of note that a full time road sweeper vehicle was deployed at the entrance/exit to the site for 

many months. Building sites form the essentials of an equation for disruption and mess as has been 

clearly demonstrated locally and recently by New Road, Broadmeadow Industrial Estate/Morrisons 

and remedial work on the railway accessed via Smugglers Lane. 

 

The practicality of running LGV's through the village has been totally ignored 

by the author but apparently not by Teignmouth District Council's Planning 

Officers, hence the initial omission. 

 

Page 7 
 

12. 

The first sentence of this section acknowledges that Fordens Lane is somewhat bereft of pavements 

and acknowledges that Fordens Lane is frequently used by pedestrians. How are these people 

expected to cope with the inevitable LGV traffic? 

 

Mr Roberts also cites the fact that there is Outline Permission for three dwellings here. It can only 

be presumed that he is still referring to Fordens Lane but surely he cannot expect that a small 

proposal such as this has any relevance to the Little Leigh proposal which is almost seven times that 

density? 

 



 

 

He then suggests that Fordens Lane would benefit from “widening of this section” - which section 

does he have in mind, as to accommodate two LGV's passing would require a constant / uniform 

road width of circa 24ft to ensure safety of passage. This is surely not feasible as it would require 

the acquiescence  and agreement of many individual home owners and at what cost? 

 

Mr Roberts' last sentence then states that in his opinion, “the increase in traffic movements 

generated by the proposed development would not be so great as to cause harm to  highway safety 

..............”  Possibly he has formed this nebulous opinion as he would not have to cope with the 

everyday practicalities of the enormous volume of LGV traffic that will be generated to drive this 

development to conclusion. Obviously, as a consultant, he is retained to present his client's case in a 

“best light scenario” and this is exactly what he has done but essentially ignoring the “base facts” as 

cited by Teignmouth District Council's Planners when deciding to omit the site in the first place. 

 

The Little Leigh development is, like many others,  trying to fulfil a requirement to provide extra 

housing. The presentation appears to totally ignore the practicality and feasibility of the logistics of 

bringing in and taking out many thousands of tons of materials along what can only be classed as 

lanes. 

 

It has to be said that there appears to be no magic solution in any form of suggestion on this 

subject as after all, all materials and waste will have to be moved by road, on Holcombe Road, 

Fordens Lane and Hall Lane when the LGV's leave/enter the main A379 Teignmouth Road – 

but how is this to be accomplished safely.  At the risk of being repetitious  Teignmouth District 

Council's Planners ruled that the development would be omitted purely on the reasons stated 

“narrow roads and sub-standard junctions”. 

 

3.7 

This section covers the fact that there are no legal agreements requiring contributions of any sort so 

who will pay for any “peripherals” if indeed there are any?  As a possible “peripheral” who would 

cover the cost of sweeping mud from the road? I believe that the New Road development had a full 

time “sweeper” until site roads were completed. 

 

3.9 

One can only assume that this point relates to Teignmouth District Council's Planning Officers 

omitting the Little Leigh site from development and just to reiterate, it is incomprehensible that the 

Councillors can overturn this decision.  However, in retrospect, it is possible not the Councillors 

who are wholly to blame in this instance but it is the delinquency of the procedural policy that 

affords them the powers to instigate such a reversal to the detriment of village residents. The 

Dawlish S.O.U.L. pamphlet states, “Dawlish was a new pioneer area for consulting the people – 

inferring democracy”. If this is the case, why are we, as residents, in this potential position now? 

 

The whole crux of the feasibility and practicality of this proposal revolves around the existing 

“road provisions” which have to be the “conduit” for the movement of materials and this was 

cited by Teignmouth District Council's Planning Officers and this subject forms the basis of 

the rest of this response. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Initially, we should refer again to Holcombe Newsletter, Issue 23, October 2012. 

 
Little Leigh Developments 

 

The first four sentences particularly address the legitimate concerns of the Planners and Residents 

and give substantiated reasons as to why the development is a delinquent proposal – traffic and the 

infrastructure, highlighting narrow roads and substandard junctions. The concerns, given that the 

entrance will be from Holcombe Road, are divisible into two categories if the final permission is 

granted to proceed and these are:- 

 

(1) Whilst the development is under construction 

(2) When the development is occupied. 

 

Whilst the development is under construction: 

 

There are two “main conduits” that the lorries  (LGV's as an abbreviation) can travel upon and these 

are Fordens Lane entering from the main Teignmouth/Dawlish Road -A379 and also entering from 

the A379 into Hall Lane with a  turning right at the crossroads and then up Holcombe Road passing 

the Church and the Castle Inn on their right hand sides. 

 

Firstly we should consider entering Fordens Lane from the main Teignmouth/Dawlish Road- 

A379. 

 

Traffic coming from Dawlish has the hazard of “turning across” the main carriageway and into 

Fordens Lane and although the LGV driver has the advantage of height from his driving position in 

his cab which should minimise the risk of collision on the turn, there is a combination of 

circumstances that could cause a major road traffic accident.  Whilst negotiating the junction, if a 

vehicle should exit Rossyl Avenue and turn left out towards the main road, the LGV and the vehicle 

would meet in the mouth of the junction thereby causing the LGV possibly to be compromised into 

a “stop” condition with its rear end partially blocking the main road. This, in the event of “excessive 

speed” by vehicles travelling towards Dawlish, could cause a road traffic accident.  The “mouth” of 

the junction is also compromised by a “bower” of overhead tree growth which not only restricts 

“height access” but also  reduces “daylight” levels.   

 

Proceeding along Fordens Lane, there are “narrow spots” and it is doubtful if the surface was ever 

intended to take LGV's of the size of modern day units which are designed to carry optimal loads 

for the sake of economy of operation. (The New Road site is an example of 6 and 8 wheeler trucks 

with a gross vehicle weight of 26-32 tonnes). An additional hazard are cars/light commercials 

parked kerbside and the “narrows” opposite Leigh House Care Home. 

 

At the “T Junction” outside the Castle Inn there is the biggest hazard of all – the right turn up to the 

proposed site entrance. The confluence of the two roads, Fordens Lane/Holcombe Road are a 

combination of gradients, cambers and road widths which would not permit the LGV's to execute 

the normal unimpeded understanding of a right turn up to the site as the turning circles of a 6/8 

wheeler LGV are not designed for operations on narrow lanes.  Current practice is for LGV's to turn 

down the hill and this is on account of their length of wheelbase/overall body length.  They then 

have to reverse back up the hill until they reach the wider section adjacent to the post box.  This 

manoeuvre is not to be condoned, for road safety reasons, as there are also occasionally parked cars 

and there is also the corner directly proceeding the proposed “Little Leigh” site entrance. 

 

 



 

For two LGV's to meet in opposing directions on either of these routes would certainly cause 

congestion as they are almost 10.5ft wide (width of cab/body and wing mirrors).  If the 

authenticity/practicality of this information is questioned, a “Road Test” with two unloaded LGV's  

would certainly dispel any doubts and if employed singularly would illustrate the non-negotiability 

of the Castle Inn corner when turning right from Fordens Lane into Holcombe Road. 

 

Another potential hazard on this corner could also possibly be a situation where smaller short 

wheelbase “Ready Mix” concrete lorries would attempt to negotiate the turn as a combination of the 

gradient, camber, width and the high centre of gravity of the “churning load” as this could initiate a 

condition of instability and a capsize that would send many tons of concrete mix down the hill 

towards the Church and private domestic properties. 

However this is unlikely to occur as as with ever other commodity purchased, it is cheaper in bulk ! 

 

Entering from A379 along Hall Lane turning right up the hill on Holcombe Road at the cross 

roads 

 

Having made its way from the main road entrance of Hall Lane through the varying road widths and 

vehicular obstructions, another problem is at the junction which is a 90° turn at the bottom of the 

hill as the loaded LGV's will, at best, have a rolling start to ascend the hill from which they will 

have to climb the gradient in low gears which will necessitate high engine revs. This will in turn 

generate  greater engine noise, as noise rises in a directly proportional ratio to engine revs.. 

 

Also given the “parking density” on the hill, in some cases, unavoidable, passage upwards could 

result in vehicular or building damage due to narrow carriageways of varying width throughout the 

ascent. 

 

The passage from foot of hill to the site entrance is an all “gradient assent” in low gears as the 

LGV's will not be able to generate sufficient forward momentum to do anything else – therefore the 

position of the existing residents must be considered as after all, they are all Council Tax payers. 

 

The lanes/roads detailed, given the physical size of the development / number of transits occurring 

will be subject to accelerated wear particularly where LGV's are turning, due to the “scuffing of the 

twin tyred rear drive axles”. 

 

If Fordens Lane was precluded from the possible access routes due to the inability of LGV's to 

safely execute a right turn at Castle Inn corner, this would only leave Hall Lane and Holcombe 

Road gradient as an entry/exit route and these “lanes” are not “fit for purpose” for sustained heavy 

traffic and there is limited opportunity to widen them. Due to operating costs, contractors always 

use the maximum pay-load vehicles and below are arbitrary details of tipper and ready mix concrete 

vehicles that could possibly be employed. 

 

Just to summarise some representative details of some of the LGV's that would negotiate, possibly, 

Fordens Lane/Castle Inn corner/Holcombe Road/Hall Lane/Holcombe Road gradient and Castle Inn 

corner.   

 

8 Wheeler Tipper LGV 

 

 Overall width including mirrors  3200mm/10.5ft 

 Overall length     9100mm/29.85ft 

 Overall height     3500mm/11.5ft 

 Gross vehicle weight    32 tonnes 



 

8 Wheeler Ready Mix Concrete LGV 

 

 Overall width including mirrors  3150mm/10.33ft 

 Overall length     10850mm/35.6ft 

 Overall height     3800mm/12.5ft 

 Gross vehicle weight    38 tonnes 

 

 

There has been no inclusion of articulated LGV's as it can already be seen how unrealistic the 

example vehicles moving constantly would be within the village. 

 

It is therefore not surprising that the Teignmouth District Council's Planning professionals came to 

the conclusion that preclusion from further consideration to develop was taken. 

 

These points are an illustration of the “lack of practicality” that these LGV's represent as it is 

fact that everything has to “enter and exit” the site on the existing designated roads. 

 

If and when the Development is Occupied 

 

At this juncture with a completed development, the Holcombe Residents Association suggests that 

there would be an extra 100 vehicle movements each day and I have taken an arbitrary figure of 1.5 

cars per household. 

 

On a further assumption that most of the properties will be occupied by people who are in 

employment, the 100 movements estimated by Holcombe Residents Association is considered 

reasonable.  In the main it is suggested that these movements will be between the hours of 07.30-

09.00 and 16.30-18.00 with people going to and coming home from work. 

 

School Age children. 

 

The designated “catchment area school” would be Westcliff in Dawlish and by the most direct route 

it is some 1.4 miles from the site entrance which is possibly an unacceptable distance for children of 

Primary School age to be expected to walk to 5 days a week. 

 

The other alternative would be Hazeldown in Maudlin Drive, Teignmouth which is even further to 

travel at 2.0 miles. 

 

This is another important point given that the proposed development is expecting to attract 

young families into the village. 

 

Currently there is much speculation within the village upon this proposal but the residents appear to 

be in unison regarding the overall feasibility and practicality of the scheme due in the main to the 

Teignmouth District Council's initial rejection on the grounds of “narrow roads and substandard 

junctions”. 

 

As a summation of this presentation it is apparent that the reason for rejection by the TDC's 

planners had the foresight to realise that the equilibrium of the village would be destroyed by 

the intrinsic road and junction sub standard conditions that exist within the village. After all 

we all have to cope with the characteristic Devonshire lanes that allow us movement in and 

out to the main road , the A379. 

 



MR C A FORMAN 

Makasa 

Holcombe Road 

Holcombe 

Dawlish 

Devon EX7 0LG 

 

  

 
19 December 2012 

 

Mr S Thornley 

Service Manager – Spatial Planning & Delivery 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House Brunel Road Newton Abbott TQ12 4XX 

 

Consultee ID 68 

Teignbridge Plan/Secretary of State Examination 

 

Dear Mr Thornley 

 

Regarding: The Proposed Development at “Little Leigh”, Holcombe Road, 

Holcombe EX7 0LG for 20 Dwellings. 2012/03427/OUT/29. 

 

With reference to my letter of the 17 December enclosing six A4 pages concerning 

the above, I would like to clarify two points regarding the movement of LGV/HGV 

traffic in the village below the proposed entry for the site.  It has come to my attention 

that it is the opinion of certain people that present day movements of heavy 

commercial traffic within the village area should not be prejudicial as after all, both 

Sweetbriar Close and Road were built using these roads.   

 

It has been overlooked that when these two residential areas were constructed 

circa the mid-60's, the physical size and capacity of lorries were very much 

smaller than the vehicles fifty years on, therefore this statement of fact does not 

relate to present day circumstances as the road widths below the Little Leigh site 

remain unchanged.  To reiterate, the roads and junctions are just not capable of 

sustaining present day commercial vehicle traffic. 

 

My previous submission dealt with “rigid chassis” LGV/HGV's and for cranes 

and articulated vehicles, passage would be near nigh impossible. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

C A FORMAN  FCMI FIDiag.E. 



For official use: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mr   
    

First name(s): john   
    

Last name: clark   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 27 underwood close   
    

Address – line 2:    
    

Post Town: dawlish   
    

Postcode: Ex7 9ry   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address: 

 
  

    

Consultee ID (if known) 73   

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
73/1/DA4/O/1234



 the adoption of the Local Plan 

Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Teignbridge D.C. Local Plan 2013-2033 DA4 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object x 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

I object to the proposal to build on land West of Southdowns Road, DA4,  because for the reasons outlined 
below the proposal to build on DA4 have not been justified, it is not effective, it does not comply with 
Teignbridge’s nor with National policy: 

a)  Teignbridge D.C. designated this land as a Coastal Preservation Area to be protected long-term.  They 
should not now be able to remove such a protection as the reasons for its initial designation still apply. 

b)   Any building here would necessarily have a deleterious effect on the local skyline – which Teignbridge 
Planners claimed they wished to avoid. 

c) Devon County Council designated this land as an Area of Great Landscape Value.  This designation is 
current until 2016 and should not be removed. 

d) Great mention is made of preserving the buffer zone between Holcombe and Dawlish and yet DA4 forms 
an area of open green buffer zone. 

e)Teignbridge admitted and produced a map at public meetings, showing that this area is outside the 
accepted range for access to basic amenities .Showing on realistic ‘local knowledge’ terms that the distance 
to schools,train,shops,doctors etc is outside the guidelines for new housing. However, a table has since been 
published obviously using distances divided by average walking speed. However living in the area and being 
fit /active I dispute these figures are in any way accurate. For instance, I regularly walk into town and it 
doesn’t take me the stated 15.5 mins but a brisk 25mins downhill and a good 35 back up! 

The secondary school is a good 45 mins walk, not 21! 

The post office is further away that the train station and yet is quoted as quicker in journey time??? 

The dental practise is quoted as a 14 mins walk and yet when i tried it , it took me a good 30mins and when i 
have an appointment i take the car! 

The cycle times are a joke and too dangerous to consider. 

 They fail to take into consideration the extreme gradients into town, lack of pavement and such things as 
busy main roads with inadequate crossing facilities. The suggestion the figures make is to argue there is 
suitable access to facilities –THERE IS NOT! 

Realistically, cars will have to be used to do the school run, shopping ,trips to doctors and every daily 
function. Thus increasing the traffic through the town centre and on the already inadequate /busy/dangerous 
A379 and hindering the attempts and wishes to regenerate the town to increase the tourist economy. 

I would suggest these figures were gathered using a ruler from point A to B  from a map and not based on 
actual journeys. This is typical of the information being supplied and plans being based. 

 It has been acknowledged by a female Teignbridge official at a local ‘have your say day’ that Dawlish is not 
expected to provide jobs for all these extra houses and the fear is then that we will become a residential 
satellite for Exeter and this extra car travel a consequence 

 

f)The land DA4 is currently productive, South facing farmland.  To build on such land contravenes 



Teignbridge’s stated aims of reducing food miles, ensuring sustainable growth and fostering locally grown 
food 

g)  Government policy urges councils to avoid building on quality green belt land and choose brownfield sites 
or areas of poorer soil which have a lesser environmental value..  This land has always produced good crops, 
despite what any recent assessment paid for by Teignbridge might imply.   

h) Teignbridge appear to have a surplus above their agreed housing number and therefore could delete this 
DA4 from their plans. 

i) despite the claims this process has been open and fair, the realism is in fact quite opposite, no one in the 3 
surrounding residential roads was provided with the supposedly distributed leaflets and a a Freedom of 
Information request asking what deal had been done between Teignbridge and Luscombe Estate land agents 
and land owners was denied because it would contravene Data Protection Act Sect 40.This doesn’t seem 
very open! 

j) DA4 land adjoins a historically important woodland area with a much acclaimed bluebell wood. The wood 
and land provides home and hunting ground to Cirl buntings, Barn Owls and various species of bats. There 
has been much media attention to protecting all these creatures and BBC have had tv interviews proclaiming 
the necessary protection of these rare areas where Owls can hunt/nest. For instance the owls nest in the 
woodland near DA4 and can be regularly seen hunting over the fields. 

 Under the Bern Convention (Nature Conservation) to which the U.K. government is a signatory, it is illegal 
under Policy S4 Sect.2-13 App.2 annex2 to relocate the Cirl Buntings which nest in the hedges surrounding 
DA4.  Teignbridge claim they wish to “protect and enhance biodiversity and heritage assets, including wildlife 
sites”.  Their plan to build on DA4 therefore contravenes their own policy.  Teignbridge have not to my 
knowledge produced any reports on the environmental impact of their building proposals on DA4.  There is 
no scientific evidence demonstrating that mitigation is effective short / medium and particularly long term, as 
confirmed by the RSPB. concerned. 

k) According to Teignbridge’s analysis of the objections put forward by the public to their proposals, DA4 has 
had more opposition than any other proposed development  

Many hours/days have been spent responding, using ever changing forms/methods of reply. These 
arguments have been well informed and backed by legal research and advice – yet to no avail. 

 I was told by a local planner that ‘this area was attractive because of its small size’…’ability to get things 
underway quickly and easily’ Is this any reason to build in an area so completely against all the stated Core 
Strategy aims , policies and stated priorities???? 

 

l) DA4 area being considered is unclear and seems to be open to serious expansion to a much larger area of 
adjoining fields. Even the triangular is much enjoyed by hundreds of locals and visitors alike, with a footpath 
forming part of the wider southwest coastal walk. Much acclaim is given to this area in both local and 
nationally acclaimed walking publications. 

It attracts the much needed tourism, provides very important exercise and well- being areas for all levels of 
fitness. It is a very popular walking route due to its open vistas across to Lyme Bay and Portland. The land is 
used by young and old alike: my children have/do use for playing with remote control vehicles and kites. I 
take my nieces into the fields for wildlife projects and fresh air they can’t get near their homes. It is used 
widely by all ages, with locals walking dogs and generally sitting in the field enjoying the views. The fields 
provide the beginning/end of wider walking routes and this will be lost if built upon. 

m) Hundreds of local walkers and visitors value the open right of way across DA4 (See petition submitted to 
Teignbridge Council and to the Luscombe Estate in 2011).   

N) Teignbridge openly admit the attraction of this site is its perceived ease of build and therefore quick 
revenue gain. But this wish for ‘easy money’ means they are ignoring the strong opposition and providing 
inaccurate figures and arguments against all the locals who only want to protect this land for future 
generations, which is supposed to be the idea. 

0) ‘Local housing’ is a joke. My son has a good local job currently living at home. He will not be able to afford 
even one of these! He has said that the position of these properties even to rent is not attractive to his needs. 
If other local examples are to be followed then these properties will be sold to out of area purchasers and 



filled by housing residents from other parts of the country 

p) DA4 ‘s allocation of housing would be much better suited to be added to those already planned for the 
other side of the town. Here purpose built facilities are to be built with easy access out of town, employment 
,local amenities etc 

q)DA4 currently provides valuable open land exposed to the severe south westerly weather this area 
receives. The regular storms from the SW batter this area and the land absorbs a serious amount of 
rainwater which otherwise would flood local areas and seriously increase the surface water into local 
sewerage system already under pressure. I have recently been the victim of the overwhelmed main sewer 
and the water company admitted the system is struggling. 

r) The plans to provide a cycle path needs to be forgotten. This would only work if it could link to existing 
routes of which there are none. The road access on to the oak hill area is way too dangerous,the route into 
town is too steep and and way too hilly to be used by any type of cyclist. There is no logic behind this idea , 
just an attempt by planners to tick a box. 

s) I would suggest a site visit with local representation. 

Please ensure you have access to all responses provided by myself at all previous stages. 

 

 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

Delete plans for DA4 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 



  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  JOHN CLARK Date: 01/12/2012 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge


22 November 2012

Dear Sir

30 NOV 2012

F~E~CEI\lED

29 Underwood Close
Dawlish
Devon EX7 9RY

TEIGNBRIDGE PLAN/SECRETARY of STATE EXAMINATION - Ref. DA4

I have written to yourselves and Councillors previously regarding my concerns about the development
proposals for Dawlish (see letter dated 21 October 2011) and many of my concerns remain. Specifically,
however, I am particularly concerned regarding environmental issues associated with proposed
development on Southdowns fields. I have followed the various arguments closely but have yet to hear
any plausible reasons as to why the special protections applied to these fields should be overturned. I
understand that such an analysis/risk assessment is a requirement of the new National Planning Policy
Framework

All my previous comments relating to environmental issues remain and in particular the need to protect
rare bird life (including bats) and other animals and the various flora and fauna in the area. With this in
mind I do not believe that the footpath through the field or Oaklands Wood should be tarmaced for
cyclists as few would use it and would be a hazard to the many walkers that lise the existing pathways.

There remains a need to maintain a space between Dawlish and Holcombe. Once development starts in
this area it will be difficult to stop. Having lived in Dawlish for many years, and knowing many
local people, I have to say that everybody that I have spoken to regarding this proposal have been totally
opposed to it. It seems to me that the only people who want this development to go ahead are the land
owner, the planners and Councillors. In the scale of things (only circa 20 houses) why would anybody
invest time and money in developing the arguments necessary to defend the proposal when faced with
such overwhelming opposition by Dawlish residents. Surely it can only be due to the fact that this would
just be the start of developing land between Dawlish and Holcombe, thus removing the declared aim of
maintaining a green buffer between the two communities.

Development consultations relating to this small piece of land is a classic test of the planning protocols
and the success, or otherwise, of the much publicised pioneering work involving consultation with
various stakeholders. If this development goes ahead I believe it will make a mockery of the whole
process. I cannot believe that there are many situations like this in the country where environmental
issues are beingjeopardised for such little gain unless it is part of a bigger picture which then becomes a
more sinister proposition. Even a cynic would not like to contemplate such a suggestion!!

I hope that you will take my comments into account when considering further the plan and reject it
before it is too late.

Thank you.

UJ AND JM Townsend

sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
77/1/DA4/O
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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mrs    
    

First name(s): Christina   
    

Last name: Smith   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
Private resident   

    

Address – line 1: 22   
    

Address – line 2: Underwood Close   
    

Post Town: Dawlish   
    

Postcode: EX7 9RY   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address:    
    

Consultee ID (if known)    

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
84/1/DA4/O/12345



 the adoption of the Local Plan 

Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Teignbridge D.C. Local Plan 2013-2033 DA4 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

I object to the proposal to build on land West of Southdowns Road, DA4,  because for the reasons outlined 
below the proposal to build on DA4 can not be justified, it is not effective, it does not comply with 
Teignbridge’s nor with National policy: 

a)  Teignbridge D.C. designated this land as a Coastal Preservation Area to be protected long-term.  They 
should not now be able to remove such a protection as the reasons for its initial designation still apply. 

b)  Devon County Council designated this land as an Area of Great Landscape Value.  This designation is 
current until 2016 and should not be removed. 

c)  Any building here would necessarily have a deleterious effect on the local skyline – which Teignbridge 
Planners claimed they wished to avoid. 

d)  The land DA4 forms a buffer zone between the 2 communities of Dawlish and Holcombe.  Teignbridge 
claimed they wished to avoid urban creep and wished to retain these important open green buffer zones 

e)  The land DA4 is currently productive, South facing farmland.  To build on such land contravenes 
Teignbridge’s stated aims of reducing food miles, ensuring sustainable growth and fostering locally grown 
food 

f)  Government policy urges councils to avoid building on quality green belt land and choose brownfield sites 
or areas of poorer soil which have a lesser environmental value..  This land has always produced good crops, 
despite what any recent assessment paid for by Teignbridge might imply.   

g)  Teignbridge claims to be aiming to approve 12400 dwellings.  They have committed to 3544 dwellings – 
788 under construction and 2756 not yet started with a plan to allocate a further 8990, giving a total of 12534.  
This gives a surplus to their requirements of 134.  The ‘at least 20 houses’ allocated for DA4 are therefore not 
needed.   

h)  At no point have Teignbridge offered any empirical evidence that any houses are needed at DA4.  Indeed 
it took months of very intense public protests before Teignbridge conceded that they had inflated the overall 
figures of housing need and agreed to go back to their consultants, at which point the number of dwellings 
needed was reduced from 15000 t0 12400. 

i)  A Freedom of Information request asking what deal had been done between Teignbridge and Luscombe 
Estate land agents and land owners was denied because it would contravene Data Protection Act Sect 40.  
As public servants I do not believe they should make secret deals which greatly affect the lives of their 
residents.  Their much vaunted consultation process is not open to scrutiny. 

j)  Under the Bern Convention (Nature Conservation) to which the U.K. government is a signatory, it is illegal 
under Policy S4 Sect.2-13 App.2 annex2 to relocate the Cirl Buntings which nest in the hedges surrounding 
DA4.  Teignbridge claim they wish to “protect and enhance biodiversity and heritage assets, including wildlife 
sites”.  Their plan to build on DA4 therefore contravenes their own policy.  Teignbridge have not to my 
knowledge produced any reports on the environmental impact of their building proposals on DA4.  There is 
no scientific evidence demonstrating that mitigation is effective short / medium and particularly long term, as 
confirmed by the RSPB. 

k) Teignbridge claim the plan “will offer much better protection for places the council does not earmark for 



development”.  If they are willing to develop land that already has strong, nationally recognised protections 
and offers the perfect breeding conditions for a rare and endangered species of bird, it gives local residents 
no confidence in Teignbridge’s claims that they would act to protect land that the council wishes to develop.  
This overthrowing of established protections simply sets a precedent that developers could use to challenge 
any future planning refusal. 

l)  According to Teignbridge’s analysis of the objections put forward by the public to their proposals, DA4 has 
had more opposition than any other proposed development – but those objections are still being overridden. 

m)  Hundreds of local walkers and visitors value the open right of way across DA4 (See petition submitted to 
Teignbridge Council and to the Luscombe Estate in 2011).  To build houses on this land would destroy the 
open aspect that is so valued by residents and visitors alike.   

n)  Dawlish was a front runner for Neighbourhood Planning which was supposed to underpin the proposals in 
the Core Strategy and the final local plan, but the claimed involvement of the local community in this decision 
making  process was cynically manipulated from the start by Teignbridge planners to direct the findings to 
their satisfaction.   

 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

 
I suggest that all mention of the proposal to build ANY dwellings on the land west of Southdowns Road be 
DELETED from the Local Plan. 
 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No X 
* 

Don’t Know  

 

* Section 5:  Legally Compliant (following proper procedures)    No 

 



I am sure you’re aware that Teignbridge has been without a local plan since 1996.  Since 

then the Planning Officers have twice ‘abandoned’ its local plan because of huge public 

opposition.  When the next local development framework went for inspection it was 

rejected for its lack of public consultation.  With this 2013-2033 Neighbourhood Plan and 

Core Strategy, Teignbridge has been very aware of the need for consultation in order not 

to repeat yet again the appalling fiasco of the plan being failed  – not least because such 

repeated incompetence must surely place Planning Officers’ own jobs at risk. 

 

I would like to make you aware of the poor quality of this supposed ‘consultation 

process’, which has cost a fortune in glossy P.R. brochures, staff and public time, hire of 

halls, newspaper advertisements, postage etc.   

 

My main complaint is that Planning Officers were simply concerned to tick the box of 

having been seen to ‘consult’ with residents and had no interest in residents’ views 

where these diverged from Council proposals.  They adopted cynical and underhand 

measures.  The focus groups invited to St. Mary’s Hall with developers and Planners to 

play the now notorious board game, (during which DA4 was earmarked for development) 

later publicly expressed their disgust and shame at having been tricked by such a 

charade.  Cllr. Mary Lowther specifically told the developer at the time that DA4 held 2 

nationally recognised protections, but these facts were ignored.  Subsequent 

Teignbridge documents named these local groups, such as DARE, giving the impression 

they had endorsed the Council’s proposals when in fact they had not.    

 

The forms issued by Teignbridge for residents to respond to the Dawlish Parish 

Neighbourhood Plan were a cynical attempt to manipulate residents into providing the 

YES responses the Council wanted.  Many people refused to use the form and one focus 

group member ripped up the form at a public meeting. 

 

 A) The proposals were vague e.g. 5.1.  Do you agree we should “provide a variety of 

projects to enhance Tuck’s Plot” What variety of projects was never specified, so it was 

impossible to make an informed decision.  

 

B) The questions were loaded e.g. “Do you agree that Dawlish should look to meet its 

housing need over the next 20 years?”    The Council were asked on numerous public 

occasions to provide the empirical evidence on which they based their assessment of 

housing need.  They were unwilling to share this information.  Without it, no one could 

make an informed decision.  They gave the clear impression that the number of houses 

was not negotiable.  It took months for the Planners to agree, under mounting public 

pressure, to go back to their paid consultants (and presumably to pay them again) to 

review the figures.  At which point it was admitted that mistakes had been made.  Since 

the government is paying the Council money for every house they give permission to 

build, I can understand the Council will try their best to overstate the need and thus 



collect more money, but I am also sure you can understand why local people feel very 

cynical about the Planners methods and motives.  

  

C) The map that accompanied the consultation was a masterpiece of obfuscation e.g. 

The Strategic Open Breaks Between Communities.  DA4  specifically: the map gave no 

anchor points so it was very difficult to work out where the Council was proposing to 

build and at what density.  The stated aim was to maintain green space between 

communities, yet they plan to build a housing development West of Southdowns Road 

on the very green space they claim they want to maintain as a strategic open break 

between Holcombe and Dawlish. 

 

2)  The Council first informed residents of the Core Strategy in “Teignbridge Connect” 

which was delivered to every household in the district during the Autumn of 2011.  I 

would urge you to look at that document.  It was pure P.R. spin giving no substantive 

details of any actual proposals.   Another widely distributed 8-page coloured document 

“Plan Teignbridge 2013-2033” full of happy, smiley people, made grandiose but entirely 

unrealistic, impracticable and undeliverable promises 

 e.g.1. “The Plan provides higher skill, higher paid jobs.”  Nonsense!  Not for DA4.  The 

most the Planners can contribute to that would be to set aside designated industrial land.   

e.g. 2 “The Plan protects the district’s species and habitats.”  Not if they build houses as 

they plan on farmland (DA4 West of Southdowns Road) – land which has been part of the 

Coastal Preservation Area for more than 50 years and where the severely threatened cirl 

buntings feed and nest.  

e.g. 3  There are 3 streets contiguous with this farmland.  (DA4) Not one household in 

either Southdowns Road, Underwood Close or Shillingate Close received the leaflet 

distributed by Teignbridge informing people of the proposed building plans for this 

farmland (DA4).  It defies belief that this could be the oversight that Teignbridge claimed. 

e.g. 4  There is no overriding justification for building on DA4 agricultural land.  The 

government directive is to use brownfield sites first.  Point 9.0 in the Teignbridge Core 

Strategy highlights the Planners’ wish to protect landscape.  Point 8.2 expresses their 

concern that we should become more self sufficient in producing local food.  Do they 

think local people will not read this document or not see these glaring inconsistencies?   

They just want it to sound good, despite knowing full well they can’t deliver these aims if 

they insist on building on this protected farmland. 

The Council has made great play of the number of hours Planners have spent at public 

roadshows.  But at these meetings Planners simply brushed aside all objections about 

inconsistencies.  DA4 land holds 2 nationally recognised protections that the Planners 

will override and remove to allow building on this protected land.  And although faced 

with incontrovertible proof that they couldn’t deliver jobs, improved sea defences on 

land they don’t own, or the proposed 6th Form College at Dawlish (as not one of these is 

within Teignbridge’s remit), these  projects, although acknowledged as impossible 

dreams by Cllr. Prowse and Planners, were not subsequently withdrawn from the 



Strategy.  The proposals are just there to sound good, whilst being in fact undeliverable 

by Teignbridge. 

Planners dismissed residents’ concerns of increased traffic on the A379 because of DA4 

development, as not being any of their concern.  Planners said it would be up to Devon 

Council to remedy the problems Teignbridge’s plans would cause.  The Planners were 

just not willing to listen to justified objections.   

Consultation is not just informing the public about the Planners’ intentions.  It should be 

a two-way process with the Planners willing to listen and modify their plans, where they 

are shown to be wrong.  

Teignbridge refused to reveal any details of their dealings with the Luscombe Estate 

landowners when a Freedom of Information request was made, citing Section 40 of the 

Data Protection Act.  If they have done a deal, why is this not to be public knowledge? 

The Planners have lost all public credibility and confidence by their deliberate and wilful 

attempts to mislead, obfuscate and steamroller rather than consult.   The Plan might 

seem good.  The details of the consultation process might seem good on paper.  

Teignbridge Planners are good at seeming, just so they can tick the box of ‘public 

consultation’.   

I sincerely hope you can take these widely held views into account when you are 

considering whether the Planners have fulfilled their duty to consult over the 

Neighbourhood Plan and the Core Strategy and the Local Plan 2013 - 2033. 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the 

examination in public? (please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  Mrs. Christina M. Smith Date: 25 November 2012 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge
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E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to:

Plan Teignbridge Representation
Teignbridge District Council
Forde House
BruneI Road
Newton Abbot
Devon
TQ124XX

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any
comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.

Please let us know in aseparate communication if you wish to be kept notified about:

• the submission of the Local Plan
• the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector
• the adoption of the Local Plan

sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
85/1/DA4/O/12345



Part 8 - your response. Please use aseparate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate?

Policy I Chapter I Paragraph (Please identify only one) bA 4-
2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an Xin the relevant box)

I Support I Object X
3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan.

4. What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful jf you are able to put forward
your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible.

1__~~__-_~_~_~_'__::f\_~_ft0j_~_· J
Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information
necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further
representations after publication stage. After this stage, further submiSSIons will be only at the request of the
Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination.

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.

• If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to amatter of legal compliance.

• If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.

5. Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an Xin the relevant box)

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes D No IX IDon't Know D
Justified - when compared to other options? Yes DNa Ix IDon't Know D
Effective - deliverable and achievable? Yes ·DNa IX IDon't Know D
Consistent with national policy? Yes D No o Don't Know D
Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes D No ~ Dan'tKnow 0

6. If your representation is seeking achange, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public?
(please put an X in the relevant box)

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: I X I

Yes, Iwish to speak at the examination in public: 0
If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector
by way of written representations.



Robert Smith. 22 Underwood Close. Dawlish. EX7 9RY.

Part B, section3 :

Objection to development proposal Teignbridge D.C. Local Plan 2013-2033/ DA4

I object to the proposal to build houses on farmland west of Southdowns Road (DA 4)
because

(a) (i) this is productive land which I watch every year producing good crops, despite the
TD.C:s baseless claim that it is low-grade land; (ii) it would contradict T.D.C:s own
stated policy of sustainability; and (iii) this land is already protected as both a Coastal
Protection Area and an Area of Great Landscape Value

(b) it would destroy an existing important habitat of a colony of the severely threatened
and legally protected cirl bunting, of which the great majority of a fast-declining UK
population is located in Devon. The RSPB has confirmed that the TDC's stated policy of
"mitigation", i.e. the creation of an alternative site, may possibly defer the risk in the
short term, if at all; but in the longer term it will predictably fail, with the loss of the
entire colony, because the new site will not perfectly match their need for a specific and
reliable food source and safe habitat which caused them to adopt their original site. Such
failure to protect this bird colony would constitute a specific criminal offence under U.K.!
E.D. wildlife protection legislation. T.D.C. has also thus far not even claimed to have
carried out the required environmental assessment of this area, which I understand is
another offence.

This proposed development is ill-considered, has not been demonstrated to be necessary
in terms of housing or economic requirements, contravenes Government policy requiring
brown sites to be used before green ones. and will probably be illegal.
It should not proceed.



7, If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary:

Please note the Inspector wiff adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the
examination.

Is l>eG, ;).Of2. I
Date:

Please note that your comments and your contact details wiff be publicly available, although your private e-mail
address and telephone number will not be visible on our website....-,

Signature: L
Notes for completing the form:

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted
on request.



From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ID 143/l/DA4/O

26 November 201211:14
Ext Mail: Plan Teignbridge
Teignbridge Plan/Secretary of State Examination - REF: DA4 DAWLlSH,
SOUTHDOWNS ROAD

We are writing with objection to the proposed development of the land at Southdowns Road, Dawlish. This
is an area of outstanding natural beauty, how can its protections be removed to allow the development of
unnecessary housing. This is a worrying prospect for other areas that are also protected.

We understand that it is also proposed to put in place a tarmac cycle path. This, we feel, would be very
dangerous to walkers (with dogs and children), horse riders and the running clubs that use this track.

Weare also concerned with regard to environmental issues. The wildlife that can be seen here is lovely and
we are afraid this will be lost. I saw a very unusual bird here the other day, it may have been a
Woodpecker. I often see Cirl Bunting, which I understand are a struggling species. Please help protect
them. We are also aware that this part of the land creates an open green buffer between Holcombe and
Dawlish, which we feel is very important and should be protected.

In Dawlish, employment possibilities are limited and so the only other option would be to commute. This is
a very difficult task. Catching the train being one option is not a pleasant experience, they are always very
full. It would be illegal to carry cattle in the way commuters get to work! With the recent weather, the
trains are very unreliable anyway. Taking the bus takes over an hour and is costly. Taking your car is the
easiest option, but not good for the enviromnent.

It seems that all the discussions with the people of Dawlish, who apparently, could have their say has not
worked. They have had their say, but have not been listened to. It seems this was just a sweetener to make
us think that all the proposed development was our idea and it is what we wanted. We were told you need
to make suggestions where to build because they will do it anyway.

We say NO. This is a small seaside town. Houses are being built here all the time anyway. We do not
want more estates. Give people somewhere where they can aspire to live. Work hard to achieve a nice
home in a nice area. Don't just hand it to people on a plate. That's what we had to do. We went without,
worked hard, saved our money and bought our first house. People cannot have it all. The hard workers will
give up and our country will go to pot.

We have many other concerns with regard to the other houses being built in Dawlish and Holcombe, which
our say has been ignored, concerns about traffic, drainage (which is always a problem in Dawlish),
schooling, doctors and dentists. In the summer in Dawlish trying to get about is horrendous. This will
escalate and then who will want to come here on holiday, I wouldn't. Then you will have killed Dawlish by
over development.

Please listen to us. Do not destroy Dawlish.

Sophie and Nolan Lovell
15 Southdowns Road
DAWLISH
Devon EX7 OLB

1



From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ID177/1/DA4/0

Dear Sirs

Jenny Lancaster I

21 November 2012 20:23
Ext Mail: Plan Teignbridge
Objection to the DA4 proposal to build on the land West of Southdowns Road, Dawlish

As a Dawlish resident and Teignbridge ratepayer I wish to state my objection to the above DA4 proposal to build on
the land west of Southdowns Road on the following grounds:

1) As you are well aware, this land has previously been double protected by both Teignbrige District Council and
Devon County Council, therefore bUilding should not take place on it.

2) The site is the nesting habitat of the rare Cirl Buntings and in addition to being protected under the Wildlife
Countryside Act, Cirl Buntings are listed in the EC Birds Directive and in Appendix 2/Annex 2 of the Bern Convention
on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats. Therefore attempting to move the habitat, which in
itself is unlikely to succeed as they are extremely sensitive to changes in their habitat, this action would be in direct
contravention of the Acts.

3) Other unprotected land is available nearby for building on, which would not contravene points 1 and 2 above.

I would also like to know why a full response has not been made to provide information on the discussions with the
Luscombe Estate under the Freedom of Information Act as is your legal responsibility.

Yours faithfully

Jenny Lancaster
1 Richmond Court
Richmond Place
Dawlish
EX? 9PL

1
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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mr   
    

First name(s): David   
    

Last name: Gearing   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 9 Priory Park Road   
    

Address – line 2:    
    

Post Town: Dawlish   
    

Postcode: EX7 9LX   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address:    
    

Consultee ID (if known) 185   

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

 the adoption of the Local Plan 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
185/1/S17/O/123



Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Dawlish 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

The key proposals for population growth and employment in the Teignbridge Local Plan do not 

take into account the particular geographical constraints of Dawlish and its weak transport links.   

Development of the proposed 900 dwellings plus the 600+ already approved plus ‘windfall’ and 

‘infill’ consents arising, will produce a population increase of at least 25% over the 20 year 

planning period, well above the national average projections, which for Dawlish is unjustified and 

unnecessary.   

The location identified for the proposed urban extension will place further pressure on the 

internationally important nature reserve at Dawlish Warren, which will not be mitigated by the 

proposed Coastal Park. 

There must be a very low level of confidence that the new or improved infrastructure and 

community facilities included in the Plan to mitigate the effect of the new housebuilding, will 

actually be delivered – there is no information on costs or possible sources of funding, and NHB + 

CIL monies would only pay for a fraction of what is proposed, even assuming it gets earmarked 

for Dawlish. 

Dawlish relies heavily on tourism, but urban development on this scale will damage its appeal to 

visitors.   

The employment proposals lack credibility.  Experience over the last 20 years indicates that it is 

probable that very little new employment can be created in Dawlish, and therefore most of the 

new residents in work will commute daily, and most of those along the already congested A379, 

for which no improvements are planned. 

Specific protective designation should be given to the separation zone between Dawlish Warren 

and Dawlish, and to farmland north west of the proposed Secmaton Lane development, which 

otherwise looks like it is being set aside for several thousand more new houses.   

The policies and specific proposals in the Plan do not demonstrate a real commitment to long 

term sustainability in the face of future risks and threats to well-being over the next 20 years.  If 

implemented, by 2033 they will have made Dawlish into a much larger dormitory town with 

serious traffic congestion problems, and with at least as many people on the social housing 

waiting list as now.   

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

Take account of approvals in the pipeline to present an honest picture of proposed population 
growth over 20 years.  Then reduce proposed new houses in Dawlish to 900 by identifying land 
for only 300 more plus the 600+ already approved.  This would be consistent with national 
average population growth projections and is the maximum that could justified given Dawlish’s 
geographic and transport constraints. 



Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature: Date: 16/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge


'GREENSTEDE'

4 Shillingate Close

Dawlish

Devon

EX79SQ

Monday, 26 November 2012

Teignbridge Plan/Secretary of State Examination

Ref DA4 Dawlish Southdowns.

/D~{.56~ ,
I strongly protest against the proposed building of20 houses in Southdowns. As we all know, it will

only be a matter oftime before the whole area will be developed.

The Southdowns have two special protections as outstanding landscape. No sufficient long term

economic reason has been given for overturning the protection given to this particular land, as

reqUired by the new National Planning Policy Framework.

There is no needfor a tarmac cycle track through the field. Many people, use this path, including

holiday makers, locals, walking their dogs, and others just enjoying the wonderful views, cycles

wouldjust be a hazard.

There is abundant wildlife in Oakland Wood, and many birds use thefields ofSouthdowns as their

hunting grounds, some ofwhich are protected species. We have seen, Sparrow Hawks, Buzzards,

Kestrels and Tawny Owls. Some have come into our garden. There are also Cirl Bunting, Dormice,

Green Woodpeckers, and Lesser Spotted Woodpeckers, and many more.

With increasedpopulation, there will be many problems, not least, the trains to Exeter, which are

so full during the rush hour, it involves standing in a crush I doubt there will be money for extra

trains or coaches.

The proposed houses off Southdowns have had more opposition from the community than any

other development proposed in Teighbridge yet the Council insists on proposing this to the

Government inspector.

We beg you to throw out this part ofthe plan (DA4). Please let common-sense prevail, andprotect

this beautiful area for this, and future generations to enjoy, once lost, it is gone forever!

Yours Sincerely

sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
188/1/DA4/O

sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
IW Earll
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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mr   
    

First name(s): Michael   
    

Last name: Browne   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 20 Underwood Close   
    

Address – line 2:    
    

Post Town: Dawlish   
    

Postcode: EX7 9RY   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address:    
    

Consultee ID (if known)    

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

 the adoption of the Local Plan 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
214/1/S1/S



Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Policy S1 Sustainable Development Criteria 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support X  Object  

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

Implementation of this policy is key to achieving the Local Plan’s overarching objectives 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 



 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge
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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mr   
    

First name(s): Michael   
    

Last name: Browne   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 20 Underwood Close   
    

Address – line 2:    
    

Post Town: Dawlish   
    

Postcode: EX7 9RY   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address:    
    

Consultee ID (if known)    

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

 the adoption of the Local Plan 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
214/2/S2/S



Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Policy S2 Quality Development 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support X  Object  

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

It is of prime importance that only high quality sustainable development is allowed that takes account of 
biodiversity and is sensitive to existing and adjoining landscapes and development.  

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes X No  Don’t Know  

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 



 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge
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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mr   
    

First name(s): Michael   
    

Last name: Browne   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 20 Underwood Close   
    

Address – line 2:    
    

Post Town: Dawlish   
    

Postcode: EX7 9RY   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address:    
    

Consultee ID (if known)    

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

 the adoption of the Local Plan 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
214/3/S3/O/1234



Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one) 
 Policy S3 Land for Business, General Industry 
and Storage and Distribution 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

The Council’s employment policies are unsustainable and do not correlate with its housing policies. 
Paragraphs 2.6 and 2.7 suggest that all economically active people living in Teignbridge should  work in the 
District. Of the estimated 19,000 shortfall in jobs the Council proposes 70% (13,000) will be created by 
existing sectors of the economy such as retail, leisure and tourism or through existing firms taking on staff 
etc. The Plan proposes that the remaining 6,000 jobs are to be created through new employment sites 
throughout the plan period. The Plan does not explain on what basis the Council thinks it can create 300 jobs 
per year. 

It is plainly unrealistic to assume that 13,000 jobs can be provided within existing employment sectors and 
that all working residents will work in the Teignbridge District. The Council is further exacerbating this 
situation by planning for an additional 12,400 houses over 20 years. Most of these houses will be occupied 
by in-migrants, many of who will be requiring employment. The Council has not factored this increase into its 
job requirement figures. Policy S3 therefore lacks sustainability in that it will result in increased levels of travel 
to work outside of the district. 

The housing proposals for Dawlish are out of scale with the planned increase in employment. Up to 10 per 
cent of the district’s new homes are planned to be in Dawlish, but only 3 per cent of the additional 
employment. There will therefore be outward commuting increasing carbon emissions and reduced air 
quality. 

The district’s prime industry and employer is tourism. Visitors will be discouraged from visiting the region if its 
beauty and rural nature is diminished by the extensive development proposals contained in the Plan. 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

The Council should identify how it intends providing increased opportunities for employment within the district 
and correlate growth in population and housing provision with the availability and provision of employment. 
The council should demonstrate that its proposals for employment meet sustainability criteria. 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  



       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public:  

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

The Council does not listen to or accept the views of local people. I feel that one of the few way people can 
make their views known is by making public statements. 

http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge
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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mr   
    

First name(s): Michael   
    

Last name: Browne   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 20 Underwood Close   
    

Address – line 2:    
    

Post Town: Dawlish   
    

Postcode: EX7 9RY   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address:    
    

Consultee ID (if known)    

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

 the adoption of the Local Plan 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
214/4/S4/O/1234



Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Policy S4 Land for New Homes 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

The figures quoted in the Plan for housing need are based on weak assumptions that include many provisos. 
The successive iterations of the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) show that at each revision 
previous figures for need have been excessive. Market trends for the sale of houses continues to decline and 
there is no basis for the believing that the Plan’s housing projections, which are wholly based on in-migration, 
are achievable. The SHMA states that its conclusions for housing need are sensitive to in-migrant 
assumptions. 

With specific regard to my home town of Dawlish:- 

 the Plan gives no basis for allocating 10% of new housing to Dawlish h Level; 

 in none of the revisions to the SHMA is any need for housing in Dawlish identified; and  

 the Council proposes increasing the population of Dawlish by 70% above the National Growt. 

Housing development is not based on planning or housing need, but is being driven by: 

 the national political agenda for economic growth; and 

 the desire of Teignbridge District Council to maximise its housing delivery and other similar 
government awarded grants. 

The Council has not demonstrated how its housing policy achieves any sustainability criteria and indeed 
Policy S4 and its supporting paragraphs do not mention sustainability. 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

The Council should be specific about what benefits there are to it and to local inhabitants across the whole 
community from its housing policies. The Council should demonstrate how its Housing Policy achieves any 
sustainability criteria.  

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  



       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 
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Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Policy S9 Sustainable Transport 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

Although praiseworthy, Policy S9 is really only a bland statement providing a description of good sustainable 
transport practice. An accompanying explanatory statement is notable by its absence and the Council fails to 
identify how it will ensure the implementation of the Policy. Proposals identified in the Plan do not support its 
implementation.  

As far as my home town of Dawlish is concerned the Plan’s proposals will lead to increased commuting 
because development will not be matched by increased employment opportunities. There is one road, the 
A379, servicing Dawlish and other communities and businesses along its length. Increased commuting will 
result in significantly higher volumes of traffic on this road. The Plan has no proposals for the improvement of 
the A379 and there will therefore be increased congestion and a likelihood of reduced road safety.  

 In the period 2000 to 2010 traffic nationally has grown by 6 per cent, while traffic on the A379 has 
grown by 16 per cent. 

 Congestion on the A379 has become ever more apparent since the opening of the Sainsbury’s store 
in 2011. 

 Dawlish is already congested, with long queues now experienced at all times of the year. Traffic 
queues can be caused by lorries loading/unloading, scaffolding on buildings, pedestrian movements 
and the bends at Iddesleigh Terrace. Short local journeys such as to Teignmouth only two miles 
away can take over 20 minutes. 

 The number of traffic accidents in Dawlish has increased by 50 per cent in 3 years. Countywide, road 
accident casualties have reduced by nearly 10 per cent. 

 Peak hour train services are already at capacity and there are no proposals to adequately cater for 
increased numbers of passengers. 

 People working in Exeter already have to allow 2 hours for the 11 mile journey to work in the 
morning. 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

The Policy should be accompanied by a statement identifying significant transport improvements and the 
source and amount of funding necessary to provide a sustainable transport network. 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   



 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public:  

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

I wish to outline the failure of the Council to properly consider the provision of sustainable communities. 
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Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Policy S10 Transport Networks 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

Policy S10 Transport Networks is meaningless. It fails to define what it means by protecting facilities and the 
network. Key strategic routes need to be maintained to an appropriate standard commensurate with use and 
improved where necessary. If this is not possible, development should be controlled and to ensure integrity of 
the route for existing users. 

Development and enhancement of town centres cannot take place without improvement to transport links to 
mitigate congestion. 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

The Policy should be accompanied by a statement identifying significant transport improvements and the 
source and amount of funding necessary to provide a sustainable transport network. 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public:  

  



Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

I wish to outline the failure of the Council to properly consider the provision of sustainable transport network. 
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Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Policy S17 Dawlish 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

The proposals contained in Policy S17 Dawlish are both unsustainable and contradictory and as such are 
unacceptable. The policy is not based on reliable information. There is no evidence to support the provision 
of an additional 900 houses or that businesses can be found to occupy a further 3ha of employment land. 
There are already many vacant units on the Dawlish Business Park (Shutterton Industrial Estate). 
Development at the scale proposed will result in the loss of much rural land some of which is at present 
designated as Coastal Preservation Area and Area of Great Landscape Value. It will also result in increased 
traffic, accidents and air pollution. Air quality is already below national limits. The policy is one of hollow 
promises, with the Council’s aspirations only being achievable with the use of money from developers who 
are in effect buying planning permission. 

I summary, the Plan’s proposals will result in: 

 an additional 900 houses to be built in Dawlish, on top of the 500 already planned, and an increase in 
population of 70% above the national growth level; 

 loss of green fields and productive farmland; 

 loss of Coastal Preservation Area and land that is designated as an area of Great Landscape Value 
Area; 

 loss of open countryside walks, replacing open countryside with managed urban parks;• ; 

 reduced sustainability – increased commuting; 

 increased traffic; 

 reduced road safety; 

 greater congestion and longer journey times – there are no proposals to improve the A379; 

 increased overcrowding on buses and trains. 

 loss of habitat for wildlife species – the coastal preservation area west of Southdowns Road is home to 
rare species such as Cirl Buntings; and 

 greater strain on the already overloaded sewerage systems with consequences for sea water quality and 
potential for loss of Blue Flag status. 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

Reduce the proposed development to more realistic and sustainable levels. Continue the safeguarding of 
Coastal Preservation areas and areas of Great Landscape Value. 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 



The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public:  

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 

 

 

To enable open debate on the issues that will be generated by the adoption of this policy. 
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Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Section 4 Wellbeing 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

The Plan shows that the Council lacks a full understanding of wellbeing. It contains 14 policies related to well-
being, 11 of these are devoted solely to housing provision. The Plan does not concern itself with aspects of 
well-being such as health and future conditions of the environment. Throughout, it demonstrates an active 
approach to reducing the well-being of both local people and visitors, through its development proposals. 
These will destroy the area’s prime industry, tourism. 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  



If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 
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Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  Section 5 Quality Environment 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

The Plan seeks to destroy areas of land that have landscape protection as Coastal Preservation Areas, 
Areas of Great Landscape Value and as strategic open break. Through its Plan the Council places great 
emphasis on the protection to be afforded to sensitive landscapes and areas, biodiversity and habitats. Land 
west of Southdowns Road in Dawlish has been afforded protection from development for many years. People 
from all over the area enjoy the rural setting and spectacular views from these fields. 

The Council is not seeking to protect existing biodiversity. West of Southdowns Road the Council is now 
seeking to destroy a landscape which is a habitat for rare bird species and prime farming land, by proposing 
development of 20 houses (Policy D4) in contravention of its own policies EN2, EN2A and EN8. This land 
also forms part of a strategic open break between Dawlish and Holcombe and it is important that this is 
retained. There is no overriding public interest that makes the loss of this land necessary. 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No  Don’t Know X 



6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public:  

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 
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Teignbridge District Council Local Plan 2013-2033:  

Proposed Submission (Publication) Representation form 

Part A Personal Details  Agent’s details (if applicable) 

Title: Mr   
    

First name(s): Michael   
    

Last name: Browne   
    

Organisation: (If you are 

representing that organisation) 
   

    

Address – line 1: 20 Underwood Close   
    

Address – line 2:    
    

Post Town: Dawlish   
    

Postcode: EX7 9RY   
    

Telephone number:    
    

e-mail address:    
    

Consultee ID (if known)    

E-mail comments should be sent to planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk, and postal comments to: 

Plan Teignbridge Representation 

Teignbridge District Council 

Forde House 

Brunel Road 

Newton Abbot 

Devon 

TQ12 4XX  

Anyone wishing to make comments on the Plan this must do so by 5pm on Wednesday 19th December 2012. Any 

comments received after this deadline will not be published or passed to the Secretary of State with the Local Plan.  

Please let us know in a separate communication if you wish to be kept notified about: 

 the submission of the Local Plan 

 the publication of recommendations by the independently appointed Inspector 

 the adoption of the Local Plan 

mailto:planteignbridge@teignbridge.gov.uk
sandra.edgar
Typewritten Text
214/10/DA4/O/12345



Part B – your response. Please use a separate form for each policy, chapter or paragraph you wish to comment on 

1. To which part of the document does this representation relate? 

Policy  /  Chapter  /  Paragraph (Please identify only one)  DA4 West of Southdowns Road 

2. Please say whether you support or object to this part of the plan: (please put an X in the relevant box) 

Support   Object X 

3. Please give your reasons below why you are supporting or objecting to this part of the plan. 

Development of the land west of Southdowns Road would result in a loss of open land between Dawlish and 

Holcombe. This area of land is defined in the 1996 Adopted Local Plan and Devon County Structure Plan 

(which is still in force) as a Coastal Preservation Area and Area of Great Landscape Value. In other areas the 

Council gives great publicity to the protection that can be afforded by the Area of Great Landscape Value 

designation. The photograph below shows the text of the Council’s own sign board at Mules Park in 

Teignmouth. 

 

In proposing development of the land west of Southdowns Road, the Plan: 

 significantly reduces the strategic open break between Dawlish and Holcombe. This area forms part of a 
Coastal Preservation Area and an Area of Great Landscape Value as defined by the 1996 Adopted Local 
Plan and Devon County Structure Plan; 

 develops a green field site that is prime arable farming land, in short supply in this part of Devon The right 
hand photograph at the foot of page 117 of the Plan shows precisely the land that the Council is seeking 
to destroy; 

 destroys habitat for rare species. The fields and surrounding hedges are home to wildlife including a rare 
nesting population of the protected Cirl Bunting. Again, the Council makes much of the cirl buntings at 
Mules Park as shown below. 

 

There are probably more Cirl Buntings in the field west of Southdowns Road than anywhere else in 
Dawlish. Woodlarks and Peregrine Falcons are also found in the area;  

 unlawfully interferes with the species, or habitats of species that are protected under the provisions of the 
Bern Convention, which includes the cirl bunting. The United Kingdom is a signatory to this European law 



and has made allowance for its full range of powers under the Section 22 of the Wildlife and Countryside 
Act; and 

 reduces the scope for walking in open spaces. The footpath across the fields connects to the coastal 
footpath and is a prime means of walking in the open coastal countryside for people from all over Dawlish 
and Teignmouth. Why create a coastal park to the north of Dawlish when a natural one already exists? 

4.  What changes would you suggest should be made to the plan? It would be helpful if you are able to put forward 

your suggested revised wording of any policy or text as precisely as possible. 

Continue the safeguarding of Coastal Preservation areas and areas of Great Landscape Value. 

Please note your representation should concisely cover all the information, evidence and supporting information 

necessary to support or justify your comments, as there will not normally be another chance to make further 

representations after publication stage.  After this stage, further submissions will be only at the request of the 

Inspector, based on the matters and issues he or she identifies for examination. 

The Local Plan will be examined by an independent planning inspector. In carrying out the examination, the 
inspector will consider whether the plan is consistent with the following issues.  

 

 If you want to make representations on the way in which the Local Planning Authority has prepared the 
published Local Plan, it is likely that your comments or objections will relate to a matter of legal compliance.   

 If it is the actual content on which you wish to comment or object it is likely it will relate to whether the Local 
Plan is positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy.  
 

5.  Do you consider the policy, chapter or paragraph you are commenting on is: (Please an X in the relevant box) 
 

Positively prepared - meeting local needs where possible? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Justified – when compared to other options? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Effective – deliverable and achievable? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Consistent with national policy? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

       

Legally compliant (following proper procedures)? Yes  No X Don’t Know  

6.  If your representation is seeking a change, do you consider it necessary to speak at the examination in public? 

(please put an X in the relevant box) 

No, I do not wish to speak at the examination in public:  

  

Yes, I wish to speak at the examination in public: X 

If you have selected No, your representation(s) will still be fully considered by the independent Planning Inspector 

by way of written representations. 

 
7. If you wish to speak at the examination in public, please say why you consider this to be necessary: 

Please note the Inspector will adopt the most appropriate procedure to hear those who wish to participate in the 

examination. 

Please note that your comments and your contact details will be publicly available, although your private e-mail 

address and telephone number will not be visible on our website. 

To enable open debate on the issues that will be generated by the adoption of this policy. 



Signature:  M J Browne Date: 13/12/12 
 

 

Notes for completing the form: 

Separate notes for help in completing the form can be viewed on www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planteignbridge or posted 

on request. 
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ID 216/1/517/0

Andrew Goodridge
17 December 2012 12:22
Ext Mail: Plan Teignbridge
Teignbridge District Plan.

Dear Sir
When I sold my share of land to Cavana in 2003 it was then based on the previous Town Plan.
James Plantation was considered a valuable asset to the Town as a woodland.
Provision was made for Affordable Homes.
Secmaton Lane was considered as far as housing should go.
Gatehouse Cottages was considered worthy of retention as it had received a considerable subsidy to aid its

renovation.
Since that time many things have changed.

1. Many new homes have been built without affordable home provision or at a very low level.
2. No account has been taken ofthe very real risk offlooding.
3. No provision has been made for Health or the emergency services.
4. James plantation is to be felled to allow for houses to be built and Gatehouse Cottages have been

demolished with no compensation repaid for the subsidy.
5. No account has been taken for the provision of sewerage.
6. No provision has been made for enlargement of the Primary School or the replacement of the Community

College.
No housing should have been even considered until the road systems in and around Dawlish have been
improved, with no jobs in the area everyone has to commute to work with considerable delays on roads not
fit for purpose.

When plans were passed for development at Gatehouse Farm I visited the site with Councillor Connett
simply to show him what he had voted for. He was unaware of the fact that James Plantation had been
replanted and some of the new trees were over 30 feet tall. He was unaware that the wood was used as an
outdoor classroom for the local Primary School. He was unaware of the traffic difficulties and it appears his
main concern was the pavement opposite the fish and chip shop in Strand Hill which has made the road too
narrow so cars have to drive on the pavement to avoid parked cars.
He, like many other Councillors had never visited the site so was not in a position to vote. Comments made
at the Application meeting were often inaccurate and not corrected by the Chairman.

Dawlish has been destroyed by Town Planners who have ignored the voice of local people and made
decisions which will result in the destruction of our Town. This was highlighted by the recent floods where
my wife and I were forced to struggle though water knee deep to rescue a lady trapped in a car in a place
which had not flooded before the houses had been built in Secmaton Lane.

Dawlish has an aged population and jf you are serious it is time to build a local crematorium to cater for the
only growth industry in the district.

Yours sincerely

Andrew Goodridge
The Mount
Stockton Hill
Dawlish.

PS I will send in another email plans that were submitted some time ago and did not even receive an
acknowledgement..

1



From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

10216/1/517/0

Dear Planners

Andrew Goodridge
17 December 201212:54
Ext Mail: Plan Teignbridge
Humphrey Clemens; john.c1atworthy
FW: Dawlish Town Plan. Diagram.xls
Dawlish Town Plan. Diagram.xls

You were all invited to a meeting some years ago to pin point the areas of natural beauty in and around Dawlish that
were worth preserving.

Sadly none of you came and the Landscape from Seven Sisters has changed for ever. If you stood at Seven Sisters
after the recent rain you could see the water and the damage that had been caused.
As many of the Councillors who voted for the demolition of the cottages and the felling of the wood never visited
the site why bother having planning meetings?
Yours sincerely
Andrew Goodridge
The Mount
Stockton Hill
Dawlish.



DAWUSH
"DEVfLOIII1IG AI'ONDfRFlIlUFfSmE III SUSTAIIIABLE HOUSIIIG" Application 08I03014/MAJ

WI. town 10 ...... In, wor1t In, go to school In, play In. hoIldl1y In and eventually dl.ln.-

A."""'_

Crime.
Water.
Health,
Eductltlon.

Sewerage I PollutiOfl

Cottages

Recreation.

Rubbish.

Flooding.

health
ca",

IMPORTANT NEEDS TQ BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION FOR THE NEW DEVELOPMENT,
Transport requirements. A new access road that 8110lds Ihe use of country lanes.

Off road parldng-cyde tracks-improved public transport
Improved access fO( emergency vehicles, agricultural machinery and
lorries.
A new inland facility that does not put anything into the sea.
Improvements to the drains at Shutterton Industrial Estate and the Wimpy
Estate. Currently over flowing when it rains.

Lessons need to be learnt from local problems at Boscastle and Ottery St.Mary.
Not forgetting recent flooding in St8rcross. Dawlish and Dawtish Warren
A need lor a small Incinerator on site that will dispose of rubbish and In tum provide
heat for the local school or Industrial Estate.
Police facilities. New drug rehabilitation centre.
A need for drinking waleI' and house designs that make use of grey waleI'.
New Doctors surgery and extension to the local Hospital.
Provision fOf a new Primary School and improvements to the Community
College.
Sports facilities, walks, allotments end even a place to just to sit and stare.
A sports hall which could be multi porpose for sports and cultural activities.

Shops. New Supermarket? local shops seiling local produce!
Jobs. A need for local jobs for local peoplel
Cemetery A tranquil place where we can rest when we die.
Affordable Housing 40% is the agreed fIQure and anything else will lead to appeals from

other approvals.
ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES TO BE RETAINED FOR THE BENEFIT OF MAN AND BEAST
Woods James Plantation. A woodland for over 200 years and home to many species of

animals, birds and reptiles. Replanted with over 5000 trees between 1993 and 2005
with the help of Forestry Grants. Subject to two Tree Preservation Orders pot on .
in 1961 and 2002. Regarded as an Important environmental asset by the Telgnbrklge Aborculturalisfs.
Partially surveyed by CBA Trees in November 2007 who recommended 163 mature trees
should be retained and the new planllngs destroyedlll
Gatehouse Cottages. Rebuilt with a council grant and currently home to t'oVO young
couples. Currently valued at £225.000 each,

FURTHER POINTS FOR CONSIDERATION
r:>.M1SI'I w.".., used ttl caler lor 0YfI( 20.000 YIIl\OfS. day In the slrin but now two thirds of the ClImP tiles are
pemI3I'lel'll homes oceupled I.rge~ by retired people, Sites identified for l'ooIidaydevelopment have now been given ~"'lI'lIng

perml$$lon lor residential homet. OrNUsh w_ ties below Ie' level and Is YeIY """rable Ie IIoodlng /rom Shu1ler1ofIBrook.

"FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS NEED TO COMPLIMENT THE LANDSCAPE AND NOT RUIN WHAT MAN AND NATURE
HAVE TAKEN MANY YEARS TO CREATE. WE NEED HOMES BUT WE AlSO NEED THE INFRASTRUCTURE TO COPE
WITH ANOTHER 1000 HOUSES."

rubbis
h
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